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S P R I N G  2 0 1 8
Dear Members and Subscribers:
I am writing to inform you about changes to the publication schedule of New 
England Classical Journal. 
Over the last two to three years, several issues have arisen. First, the number of 
subscribers who prefer to receive the Journal on-line in PDF format has consistently 
risen. As this has happened, the production costs per printed copy of the Journal 
have risen substantially, with negative consequences for the overall budget of NECJ. 
Second, the delay between the availability of the PDF document and receipt of the 
printed copy has been increasing – as long as 6 weeks after the production of the 
PDF. Lastly, delays in reader reports for articles, author revisions, and book reviews 
have decreased the overall number of articles and reviews per volume and per year.
For all of these reasons, the Executive Committee of the Classical Association 
of New England, the sponsoring organization, recently voted to change the number 
of volumes from 4 per year to 2 per year, one in the Spring and one in the Fall. In ad-
dition, there will be an un-numbered edition in early March which will only provide 
information about the Annual Meeting of the Classical Association. 
These improvements will allow us to publish more articles and book reviews 
more consistently.
Please contact me (ddavies@brooksschool.com) if you have any questions or 
concerns about this change.
Sincerely,
Deb Davies, PhD
Editor, New England Classical Journal
Classics
Brooks School, North Andover, MA
ddavies@brooksschool.org
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A R T I C L E S
New England Classical Journal 45.1 (2018) 2-20
Body Horror and Biopolitics 
in Livy’s Third Decade
Paul Jerome Hay
Case Western Reserve University
e  f
The third decade (Books 21-30) of Livy’s Ab Urbe Condita is scattered with a vari-
ety of horrific scenes of violence, graphic rhetoric, and grotesque imagery, and we 
could explain the use of this gory language simply as the result of the third decade’s 
focus on the 2nd Punic War, itself a violent affair. Within a historiographic tradi-
tion which placed value on exciting and visually memorable descriptions, the work’s 
violence may seem like an inevitable bit of rhetorical detail in Livy’s depiction of 
the war. However, we can also understand this grotesque language not simply as 
historiographical flourishes but rather as an integral part of the project of the third 
decade as a whole. In this article, I offer a new reading of Livy’s third decade, one 
that is sensitive to the grotesque aesthetic program of the work and situates it at the 
forefront of aesthetic developments in Roman literature. This “body horror” aesthet-
ic mode for the third decade emphasizes the exceptional nature of the 2nd Punic 
War, demonstrates Rome’s increasingly “Punic” behavior throughout the war, and 
engages with issues of biopolitics in Livy’s contemporary world.
Macabre details are not unique to any period or author of Roman literature, of 
course, and such moments can be found not just in typical genres like epic poetry 
but also in the works of Livy’s own predecessors in historiography.1 The third decade, 
1  Among the fragmentary Roman historiographers (all fragments Cornell (2013)): Cn. Gellius 
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moreover, is not the only place that examples of graphic violence can be found in 
the AUC (including material not extant).2 What sets Livy’s third decade apart from 
other works of Roman literature is its extensive use of grisly violence to a degree 
unmatched (with one exception) by any pre-Imperial Latin compositions.3 Books 
21-30 stand out even among the other books of the AUC, which rarely feature any 
consistently macabre style of rhetoric, despite certain strands of sensationalism in 
the earlier Greek historiographic works Livy may have read or adapted.4 In the oc-
casional moments of graphic violence in the other books of the AUC (especially the 
earliest material), the context typically presents some exemplary figure whose be-
havior required an exceptional response and thus an exceptionally graphic portrayal, 
so that the episode stands out within the narrative; regardless, these descriptions are 
often tamer than in other extant versions.5
For Livy’s third decade, the aesthetic of the grotesque is not simply a pattern of 
rhetorical embellishment, but a persistent aesthetic mode, by which I mean a guid-
ing principle for the depiction of events (battles and otherwise) and for the rhetoric 
describes a goblet made from a human skull (F9), which also appears in Livy’s third decade (23.24.11-12); 
Cato discusses corporal punishments involving bloodletting and hands being cut off (F134); Messalla 
Rufus describes a return from the dead (F1). Sallust shows a well-known interest in bodily scars (BC 
61.3; BJ 85.29); on his fragmentary Histories, see footnote 7 below.
2  E.g., the lost books 11-20 almost certainly included gruesome episodes from the 1st Punic War, such 
as the death of Regulus and the attack by a giant African snake mentioned by Valerius Maximus (1.8.19, 
quoting Livy); cf. the account of Tubero (F11-12).
3  The one pre-Imperial exception is Lucretius, whose Epicurean view of the body as merely a 
collection of atoms motivates his frequent graphic depictions of the human body demolished into an 
assemblage of parts.
4  The relative tameness of the other books, even in descriptions of the violence of the monarchy 
period, may partially account for previous scholars’ claims of aesthetic restraint in the entire AUC; cf. 
Oakley: “Livy for the most part eschewed the gruesome.” (1997, p. 121). Paul notes that when describing 
the capture of cities, a frequent locus of graphic violence in ancient literature, Livy usually demonstrates 
restraint (1982, p. 152). For the sensationalist strand of Hellenistic Greek historiography, see Luce (1997, 
pp. 119-122); Burck contrasts these Hellenistic practices with Livy’s own (1934).
5  Examples of such exemplary figures include Mettius Fufetius (1.28.10), Spurius Cassius (2.41.10), 
and Spurius Maelius (4.14.6), or even positive figures such as Mucius Scaevola (2.12.13). The capital 
punishment of Manlius Capitolinus (6.20.16), caused by hurling him from the Tarpeian rock, is less 
gruesome than the version from Cornelius Nepos (Cornell F5) in which Manlius was flogged to death. 
Kiesling writes that in the account of Torquatus’ execution of his son (8.7), Livy neglects to include 
details supplied by Frontinus (Strateg. 1.40-41) that would have increased the violence and intensity of 
the scene, such as the scourging that occurred before the beheading (2006, p. 238). On the function of 
exemplarity in Livy, see esp. Chaplin (2000).
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of the narrator and the characters in the narrative. I argue here that Livy’s depiction 
of the 2nd Punic War puts special emphasis on bloodshed and dismemberment, 
even in scenes not directly related to the war; graphic violence is foregrounded as a 
distinguishing element of the activity of the period.
The term “body horror” refers to works of art whose chief emotional impact 
comes from the graphic presentation of the mutilation or unwilling modification 
of the body. The term has been most often applied to art, films, and literature in 
the horror genre, such as the works of H.R. Giger, David Cronenberg, and Clive 
Barker. As Kelly Hurley puts it: “The narrative told by body horror again and again 
is of a human subject dismantled and demolished: a human body whose integrity is 
violated, a human identity whose boundaries are breached from all sides.”6 An ex-
perience of disgust or revulsion when witnessing a mutilated body is not a modern 
phenomenon, but was understood as a typical reaction even in the classical world 
(despite the insistence of some scholars that that the ancients were somehow inured 
to violence in a way that modern readers are not). Aristotle took it for granted that 
the sight of opened-up bodies was considered disgusting (PA 645a 28-30). Titus 
Castricius, in Gellius’ Attic Nights, found it impossible to believe the description of 
Sertorius in Sallust’s Histories in which the general “rejoiced in the disfigurement 
of his body,” and he criticized Sallust for exaggerating a similar expression from 
Demosthenes beyond what could be believed.7 While the literature of the Roman 
Republic contains individual cases of such “dismantled” bodies, in the third decade 
their prevalence is conspicuous. The frequent grotesque descriptions of violence and 
violation throughout Books 21-30 can best be understood as a persistent aesthetic 
mode built on body horror.
By reading this work with an eye to this grotesque aesthetic mode, we become 
aware of the great variety of forms of physical violation described in the narrative: 
not just dismemberment and decapitation but also such phenomena as rape, canni-
balism, reanimation of the dead, and the transgression of the boundary between man 
and beast. This body horror reading ignores all vague terms of slaughter (e.g., clades, 
caedes) or reports of mere killings as failing to reach the level of true grotesque, since 
6  Hurley (1995, p. 205). See also Edwards and Grauland (2013, pp. 56-60).
7  Gell. NA 2.27.3: dehonestamento corporis laetari. Among the surviving fragments of Sallust’s Histories, 
there are instances of graphic violence (3.32-5; 3.44.4; 3.76), including cannibalism (1.97; 3.31; 3.60-1), as 
well as references to bowel movements (1.45), menstruation (4.29), and urination (inc. 22); see Ramsey 
(2015). It is possible that the work had a focus on corporeality that influenced Livy’s later use of body 
horror, but not enough text survives to allow us to make claims about the tone and tenor of Sallust’s 
Histories with confidence.
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body horror derives its effects from graphic presentation. The frequent appearance 
of words and descriptions, independent of context, that depict “a human body whose 
integrity is violated” instead of simply a generalizing and sanitizing word like “death” 
(mors, etc.) demonstrates how the aesthetic of the grotesque is foregrounded in the 
work. This reading focuses not only on how events are described but even which 
events are chosen for inclusion in the narrative: the appearance of bloody omens in 
third decade, for example, is subject to the desires (including aesthetic desires) of 
the writer.8
Throughout books 21-30, body horror imagery is pervasive, as the following 
survey of its various appearances will demonstrate. The extensive graphic violence of 
the narrative includes dismemberments, such as the severing of hands or heads, as 
well as other corporal violations, such as live burnings, floggings, and crucifixions, 
which are no less gruesome.9 In one memorable episode, the Roman legate Plem-
inius endures the mutilation of his face (29.9.7) by disobedient Roman troops; this 
act (and the light punishment that the troops’ tribunes receive) so enrages Pleminius 
that he commits violent atrocities on the bodies of the military tribunes (29.9.10-
11). It has been argued that unlike the version of this episode in Diodorus, the third 
decade’s version makes the mutilation of Pleminius a central component of the sto-
ry; the violation of a body is fundamental to the narrative’s focus.10 And while this 
example shows individuals receiving horrific wounds, there are also larger-scale mo-
ments of body horror, both in battle scenes and in depictions of the chaos of sacked 
cities.11 Livy further complements the horrific images of violence in his narrative, 
in his “annalistic” sections detailing the years’ prodigies, with grotesque omens that 
mirror the rest of the narrative in their emphasis on violent or gory displays.12
Body horror also appears in the narrative’s digressive interest at two points in 
8  As can be observed by comparing the AUC’s prodigy lists to other extant ones; see MacBain (1977). 
See also Levene on the transformations by Livy of prodigy lists for the third decade (1993, p. 77).
9  Hands cut off upon capture: 22.33.1; 26.12.19. Decapitations: 23.24.11-12; 24.14-16; 26.15.7-9; 26.40.13; 
27.51.11; 28.28.2-3; 28.29.10-12; 30.43.13. Live burnings: 21.14.1-2; 24.45.14; 28.23.2; 28.23.4; 30.6.6. Flogging 
and crucifixion: 22.13.9; 28.37.1-3; 26.40.13; 28.29.10-12.
10  Köster (2014).
11  Battles: 22.48.4; 26.6.1-3. Mass suicide: 21.14.4; 28.23.1-5. Mass rape: 29.17.15. City-wide massacre: 
24.39.5; 28.20.6-8.
12  Bloody omens: 22.1.8-13; 22.36.6-9; 23.31.15; 24.10.7-8; 27.37.3; 28.11.3-4. Note also the botched sacri-
fice of Gaius Flaminius that splattered onlookers with blood (21.63.13-14), as well as the “prophecies of 
Marcius” (25.12.6). For a case study of how a prodigy may move from the religious sphere to the literary 
sphere, see MacInnes (2000).
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the third decade, when presenting the destructive capabilities of the weapons of 
various ethnic groups: the Saguntine phalarica and the Gallic and Spanish swords.13 
In addition to these brief looks at non-Roman weaponry, Livy also discusses Has-
drubal’s instituted method for stopping rogue elephants from crushing their Punic 
masters -- the elephant drivers all kept chisels with them, which they would jam 
into the elephants’ heads if the elephants ever “went rogue” (27.49.1-2).
Many examples of body horror come from Livy’s authorial voice, but since the 
grotesque is a fundamental aesthetic mode of the third decade as a whole, the speech 
of characters within the narrative itself often adopts body horror imagery as well. 
Secondary narrators describe various atrocities, including alleged cannibalism.14 They 
also adopt the imagery of corporal violation in their rhetorical devices; for example, 
after Scipio Africanus punishes mutineers by flogging and beheading them, he tells 
his soldiers that punishing them felt “no different than carving out his own en-
trails.”15 There are also multiple instances throughout the work of Romans referring 
to the state as a dead, wounded, or mutilated body, such as when Varro declares that 
the war would “chew on the entrails of the republic.”16 Discourse about the Roman 
state, and about the relationship between leaders and their subordinates, had used 
such imagery before in Roman literature, but the emphasis here on violations of 
that “body politic” reflects the narrative preoccupation with violence.17 This repeated 
identification of the body politic with the actual human body, and in particular a vi-
olated body (as Scipio graphically describes), shows how attention to materiality and 
corporeality is such an important aspect of the work’s aesthetic mode; it is a messy 
narrative of blood and guts, of bodies rather than abstractions. With the presence 
of body horror in not only primary narration but also the thoughts and speeches of 
figures within the narrative, the grotesque aesthetic dominates the entire work.
In addition to graphic violence, a further element of the body horror mode of 
13  Livy describes how the head of the phalarica was long enough to pass through a man’s body, but 
even without corporal penetration it could further endanger an enemy because it was lit on fire before 
being thrown (21.8.10-12). Livy compares the swords of the Gauls and Spaniards in terms of their ability 
to kill a man: the Gallic sword, lacking a point, was meant to slash, while the shorter Spanish sword was 
meant to stab (22.46.5).
14  Body horror in secondary narration: 29.17.10-20; 22.59.3. Cannibalism: 23.5.12-15; 26.13.13.
15  28.32.4: haud secus quam viscera secantem sua.
16  22.38.6: mansurum in visceribus rei publicae. Other examples: 22.8.2-5; 22.39.3; 28.28, esp. 28.28.13.
17  Cf. the famous “Belly and Members” speech by Menenius Agrippa in 2.32.7. Squire notes the 
extensive use of this metaphor in 1st century BCE Rome, especially in the works of Cicero (2015, pp. 
306-309).
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Books 21-30 is the transgression of the boundary between man and beast. In other 
words, these are moments or images in which humans become not so clearly distinct 
(physically or otherwise) from lower animals, a disturbing reminder that human be-
ings may indeed be no different from other mammals or that they may have within 
them the same sorts of drives or instincts. This type of body horror appears in the 
narrative in the form of certain prodigies, but the man/beast transgression appears 
far more often in the rhetorical language of the primary and secondary narrators.18 
For example, the deprivations and degradations that Hannibal’s soldiers experience 
on their march to Italy in the first two books of the decade reduce them at times to 
situations in which they are almost like their pack animals.19 Another such ambigu-
ity occurs in the “trucidatio pecorum” motif of the third decade, in which soldiers are 
compared to a herd of cattle to be slaughtered; this rhetorical device can be found in 
both the primary narration and in the speeches of other characters.20
Comparable to the transgression between man and beast as an element of the 
body horror aesthetic is the disturbing gray area between life and death that also 
emerges at times in the work. Imagery of the reanimation of dead tissue, or of people 
in an uncomfortable liminal stage between life and death, also fits into the rubric 
of body horror, as it suggests exceptions to the normal expectation of individual 
corporal mastery. Such a transgression grants an unnatural power of locomotion to 
a dead body and disrupts the normal rhythms of human life, which is meant to have 
a permanent end.
As one might expect, examples of this particular sort of body horror aesthetic 
in Books 21-30 are generally not literal.21 Battle scenes, such as those at Cannae and 
Zama, are a common locus for this particular type of grotesque imagery in the nar-
18  Talking animal prodigies: 24.10.7-8, 27.11.4, 28.11.3-4. A human baby born with an elephant’s head: 
27.11.5.
19  Livy describes a pathetic mess of men and animals (miserabili hominum iumentorumque strage) 
frozen together by the cold (21.58.7-9; cf. 21.32.7), and some of Hannibal’s Gallic troops collapse from 
fatigue among dying pack animals and fall asleep on their dead bodies (22.2.7-9).
20  Examples at 25.16.19; 26.27.12; 27.41.9-10; 28.16.6. Outside of the third decade, the motif describes 
battle in the AUC just one other time (37.39.4). On this motif, see also Ash (2010, p. 148).
21  Scipio’s father describes Hannibal’s soldiers, exhausted from crossing the Alps, as ghosts (effigies, 
umbrae hominum) (21.40.9); in the extended sequence of horrors that Livy describes while writing about 
the plague at Rome (25.26.7-12), he says that the effect of the plague was so bad that even the dead were 
attacking the still-living (mortui aegros…conficerent), by means of their stench, diseased state, and ter-
ror-inducing appearance (25.26.10). Note also the two live burials in the third decade (22.57.1; 22.57.5-6) 
and the sacrifice by drowning of a large hermaphroditic baby (27.37.3).
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ration, where descriptions of reanimated soldiers and unclear distinctions between 
the living and the dead show an uneasy mixing of life and death.22 In addition to 
these examples, there are several rhetorical uses of reincarnations or of people rising 
from the dead.23 While the narrative of the third decade never quite turns into a 
ghost story, still the prevalent imagery of the transgression between life and death 
contributes to the grotesque aesthetic.
The breadth of the examples of graphic imagery clearly demonstrates that body 
horror is not simply an occasional ornamentation in Livy’s third decade, but per-
meates Books 21-30 in a pervasive grotesque aesthetic program. In every element of 
the work (from battle scenes to domestic affairs to lists of omens, and primary nar-
ration as well as secondary), body horror has a presence. Moreover, outside the third 
decade, the narrative of the AUC fails to adopt this aesthetic mode. By comparison, 
we can see that in the book immediately following the third decade, the aesthetic 
program has changed. Book 31 lacks any extensive use of body horror, with fewer 
examples than in any book in the third decade, including no list of omens.24 Philip 
V, the Romans’ chief adversary in this time period, is more apt to destroy buildings 
than to destroy bodies as Hannibal did. There is even a specific parallel moment: 
Philip’s siege of Abydos is directly compared to Hannibal’s violent siege of Sagun-
tum.25 Yet the narrative slows to a halt, and the people of Abydos fail to immediately 
suffer the self-inflicted horrors that the Saguntines did, owing to their own coward-
ice (31.17.11). When the Abydites finally commit mass suicide later, the description 
of their deaths is much restrained, with merely the word facinora (“crimes,” or even 
“deeds”) to describe their self-inflicted massacre (31.18.8). Livy clearly demonstrates 
here that a different, and much tamer, aesthetic mode will mark the books that fol-
22  Survivors at Cannae rise from bloody piles of corpses, almost like reanimated dead men, after the 
battle had ended and thus need to be “re-killed” (22.51.6); one such survivor, found half-dead among the 
slain men (as if reanimated), actually lived to desert to Hannibal’s side (23.15.8); after Cannae, reports 
about which men lived and which died were so unclear at Rome that the citizens took to mourning the 
living and the dead together (22.55.3-4).
23  Manlius Torquatus imagines, in a speech, King Hiero rising from the dead (ab inferis exsistat) 
and walking to Rome (26.32.1-7); note that Livy does not simply write “if King Hiero were still alive” 
(as he does at 25.28.8: si Hiero ipse viveret) but specifically imagines Hiero rising from the dead. Scipio 
Africanus tells his soldiers that he will behave as a copy (effigiem) of his father’s and uncle’s character, 
such that they will think his father had come back to life (revixisse, 26.41.23-25).
24  Notwithstanding the famous body horror passage at 31.34.4, where Philip V’s troops are terrified 
by the sight of their fellow soldiers’ mutilated bodies after battle with the Romans.
25  31.17.4-5: the people of Abydos act “having turned to the madness of the Saguntines” (ad Sagun-
tinam rabiem versi).
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low the third decade.26
A reading of the third decade sensitive to its body horror aesthetic brings out 
several attributes. The degree of intensity of the violence (both in battle and any-
where else) emphasizes the exceptionality of the 2nd Punic War, the event that 
dominates the work. Livy makes clear the singular nature of the war in the opening 
section of the decade, calling it the most remarkable war ever waged and saying it 
was marked by “a hatred between the enemies almost greater than their strength,” 
which suggests an elevated degree of violence.27 This suggestion is complemented 
by the notice at the beginning of the fourth decade that the degree of peril of the 
subsequent war with Philip V was in no way comparable to that of the 2nd Punic 
War.28 He also describes his account of the latter as in some way worthy of being a 
standalone work, which signals the potential that the aesthetic mode of this project 
will be different for the third decade.29 The heightened body horror aesthetic of 
Books 21-30 helps depict the 2nd Punic War as a historically significant, epochal, 
even cosmic event, as opposed to, for example, the wars with the Volsci that Livy 
himself admits are merely tiring to read (6.12.2). Indeed, the war is less a foreign 
affairs event than a spectacle for an audience of posterity, a rhetorical decision to 
which grotesque aesthetics contributes.
A further aspect of the war’s exceptional nature, brought out by a reading fo-
cused on body horror, is the gradual debasement of the Romans during the war 
through their increasingly barbaric behavior. Throughout the course of Books 21-30, 
the Romans shift noticeably from being primarily the victims of body horror at the 
hands of more “barbarous” cultures (not just Carthaginians, but also Numidians, 
26  Other comparanda show that the third decade’s grotesque aesthetics are not matched in other 
books of the AUC: at 39.22.5, we are merely told of (and not shown) a hermaphroditic boy’s execution; 
the trucidatio pecorum motif appears at 5.44.7 and 41.18.3 but describes the slaughter of actual cattle, not 
soldiers; 6.20-21 and 7.1-3 describe plagues, but neither passage approaches the graphic body horror of 
the extended account at 25.26.
27  21.1.1-3: odiis…prope maioribus certarunt quam viribus.
28  31.1.6: periculo haudquaquam comparandum.
29  The opening words, In parte operis mei licet mihi praefari quod in principio summae totius professi 
plerique sunt rerum scriptores (“It is permitted for me to preface just a part of my work with what most 
historians argue at the beginnings of their entire projects”), suggest that since this “part” of Livy’s his-
tory is comparable to entire works by other writers, it could be considered as a standalone monograph 
(cf. the work of Coelius Antipater, which was in fact a standalone monograph on the 2nd Punic War). 
See Levene for the monographic qualities of the third decade (2010). Regarding Livy’s claim at the 
beginning of Book 21 that the war was exceptional, see Marincola for the larger trend of amplificatio in 
the openings of works of ancient historians (1997, pp. 34-43).
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Spaniards, and Gauls) to being primarily its perpetrators. The turning point occurs 
in the middle books of the decade, as the pentad of Carthaginian offensive shifts to 
the pentad of Roman counteroffensive.30 Scholars have already noted the complex 
but certainly uncomfortable likeness of Roman behavior, more broadly speaking, to 
typical Punic behavior throughout the third decade.31 Although Livy does not make 
an explicit claim for any direct influence occurring, a reading focused on his balance 
of Punic and Roman body horror scenes (and the similarities between the two) 
compels the reader to see wartime Rome evolving to commit those atrocities with 
which the Carthaginians (and their “barbarian” allies) were stereotypically associat-
ed, and thereby growing in resemblance to its own enemy.32 Moreover, the frequent 
examples of man/beast ambiguity point to greater fears of “inferior” cultures being 
beast-like or closer to animals than to rational humans, and thus those examples of 
Romans transgressing the man/beast boundary also play into this larger narrative of 
Roman “Poenicization” during the war.33
Claims of cannibalism provide a typical example. After Cannae, the consul 
Varro says that Hannibal has trained his men to be tough through brutal acts such 
as building bridges from piles of human corpses, and has even taught his soldiers to 
eat human flesh (23.5.12-15). Later, the Capuan leader Vibius Virrius, to emphasize 
Roman hostility, claims the Romans have a thirst for Capuan blood (26.13.13), show-
ing that the Romans have matched the savagery that Hannibal’s troops once had. As 
30  At 26.37, Livy evaluates the war and makes Rome and Carthage look vaguely equal. Naturally, the 
Punic successes and Roman defeats in the war in the first half of the decade, and their reverses in the 
second half, correspond with some of this body horror material, but such outcomes alone would not 
account for all the examples we find. Hoyos notes the moral implication at 26.37, writing that “it is no 
longer—if it ever was—white-hatted Rome versus black-hatted Carthage, but a contest between equals 
in strength, resolution, and (though he does not say so outright) other qualities.” (2015, p. 378).
31  In particular Levene, who argues that Livy seeks to place the turning point in Roman morality 
(typically described by Romans to be in the middle of the second century BCE) as early as the 2nd 
Punic War (2010, pp. 164-260). See also Rossi, who writes that Livy’s Rome/Carthage parallels always 
favor the Romans but, in terms of violence, show the Romans ultimately to be just as cruel as their 
opponents (2004).
32  E.g.: the Roman general Postumius is killed in battle and his skull is made into a goblet by the 
Boii, per their custom (23.24.11-12); later, Hasdrubal’s severed head is carried around by the consul Gaius 
Claudius and thrown into an enemy camp, with the intent that Hannibal should hear about it (27.51.11).
33  On Roman attitudes to “inferior” cultures, see Isaac (2004, pp. 213-15). Luce traces the opposite 
trajectory in Book 5: the Romans at first act more like Gauls than like Romans, but eventually recover 
their normal identity (1971, p. 269).
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Isaac has written, there is a racial component to the connection between body horror 
and Roman descriptions of other ethnic groups, suggesting that Romans directly as-
sociated the Carthaginians’ cannibalism with their inferiority as a separate culture.34 
Vibius Virrius’ comment about the Roman thirst for blood, then, while seemingly 
a rhetorical exaggeration, contains within it a latent observation that the Romans 
have begun to resemble their enemies in savagery.
Body horror also highlights the parallelism between the major Carthaginian 
and Roman leaders of the third decade, Hannibal and Scipio Africanus. In the first 
pentad, Hannibal burns interrogated locals alive (24.45.14), but later Scipio torches 
a Punic camp at night, burning men to death while they sleep (30.5-6); the narra-
tion dwells grotesquely on the charred bodies clogging up the entranceway to the 
camp (30.6.6). Whether Scipio’s action is morally justified is immaterial here: the 
narrative attention paid to the gruesome deaths by fire of the Punic soldiers invites 
direct comparison to Hannibal’s act. Elsewhere, Hannibal flogs and crucifies an in-
competent subordinate, to strike fear into others (ad reliquorum terrorem, 22.13.9), 
while Scipio flogs and beheads mutinous soldiers (28.29.10-12), making those pres-
ent numb with fear (torpentibus metu). Hannibal’s activity as a Carthaginian leader 
preserves the ghost of Hamilcar in Punic foreign affairs (21.10.3), and Scipio tells his 
soldiers that through his behavior they will think his father had come back to life 
(26.41.23-25).
Through body horror, Scipio and Hannibal are thus shown to be peer and par-
allel versions of each other, willing to perpetrate violent acts and portraying them-
selves as quasi-reincarnations of their relatives. The story of the third decade, then, 
is the story of Rome’s increasing barbarity, as if it required a “Hannibalic” leader like 
Scipio for the Romans to win the 2nd Punic War. Thus, despite the ostensible glori-
fication of the victorious Roman army by the end of the work, body horror reveals a 
simultaneous subtext: Rome’s growing brutality during this time period complicates 
the praise of Rome’s heroes.
Reading the pervasive body horror aesthetic of the third decade also provides 
an indirect way to engage with the issue of biopolitics in the Roman world. Bio-
politics is a term generally used to describe the intersection of biological processes 
with politics and law.35 Michel Foucault popularized the study of biopolitics in the 
1970s and ’80s, with a series of works focusing on the control of citizens in mod-
34  Isaac (2004, pp. 207-11).
35  For the history of biopolitical scholarship, including the evolution of the term “biopolitics,” see 
Lemke (2011).
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ern western liberal democracies through public policy issues involving health and 
medicine.36 Later, Giorgio Agamben, applying the study of biopolitics to ancient 
Roman society as well as modern times, instead focused on the application of law 
for defining citizen bodies.37 Agamben makes a distinction between what he calls 
“bare life” (i.e., physical bodies themselves) and politically active beings (i.e., citi-
zens). He argues that throughout human history, the state has been able to exploit 
the ambiguity between these two concepts in order to exert control over citizens by 
making “bare life” subject to state power and by creating legal ways to turn citizens 
into “bare life” (and, in the final stage, by having the control over the legal process of 
defining citizen beings).
The broad power that Roman magistrates held during war-time, particularly 
the power military officers had over their own soldiers (such as the power to enact 
brutal or humiliating punishments to soldiers, without a right of appeal), largely 
stripped citizen bodies of their peacetime legal protections, reducing them to “bare 
life”; the soldiers became objects for commanders to manipulate.38 This power is 
seen not only in forced marches and battles but also in military discipline.39 State 
control of citizen bodies was an issue of major concern during the period when Livy 
was composing the third decade (most prominently in the variety of attempts by 
the Augustan state to regulate Roman sexuality and procreation through laws), and 
body horror occurs in several episodes when Roman leaders inflict violence against 
their own soldiers, such as in Scipio’s punishment (and justification) of mutineers in 
his own camp (28.28-29).40
36  See esp. Foucault (2007).
37  Articulated in Agamben (1998); see also, with particular relevance to this article, Agamben (2004).
38  Polybius 6.12 notes the consul’s absolute power of inflicting punishment on all who are under their 
command while on active service. The third decade’s biopolitical engagement is perhaps influenced by 
the interruption of Polybius’s own account of the 2nd Punic War to discuss the structure and powers of 
the Roman government. On Roman military law, see Brand (1968, esp. pp. 42-5), and Phang (2008, pp. 
115-17).
39  Though the actual severity of Roman discipline was in practice less than was legally permitted (or 
idealized by later writers). Watson argues that commanders usually chose non-capital (or even non-cor-
poral) punishments in many situations (1969, pp. 117-26), and Sage notes that “the commonplace of the 
effective general presupposes lax discipline prior to his arrival and so calls into question whether the 
maintenance of discipline and administration of punishment were really as relentless as some of the 
sources would have us believe.” (2008, p. 225). Phang concedes the commander’s unrestricted choice of 
penalties but contends that punishments still required legitimation to maintain the compliance of the 
soldiers and thus left a window of resistance (2008, pp. 111-152).
40  Lowrie writes that “many of the stories told during [the Augustan] period show that the Romans 
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While Livy’s work lacks the sophisticated focus of modern theorists’ analyses, 
nonetheless his frequent body horror imagery emphasizes this transition of the sol-
diery from citizen beings to collections of body parts that commanders can send into 
battle to be removed for the benefit of the state, in war or elsewhere.41 In this way 
the soldiers are similar to animals, recalling the many examples which transgress the 
boundary between man and beast in the third decade. This “bare life” can also seem 
like an extra body part of a commanding general: recall that after Scipio Africanus 
flogs and beheads those mutinous soldiers, he declares to his troops that punishing 
them felt like carving out his own organs (28.32.4).42 The general thus imagines his 
soldiers as extensions of his own body, like extra limbs, that he can control.
The prominence of body horror in Books 21-30 confronts the disturbing ex-
tremes of state authority at a time when power (military and otherwise) was increas-
ingly moving into the hands of a small number of Roman elites, chief among them 
the princeps.43 The Roman government, of course, did not regulate citizen bodies to 
the extent that the modern governments examined by Foucault and Agamben do, 
but Rome in the 20s BCE witnessed a variety of legal and political changes, and the 
sociopolitical milieu of the early Augustan Principate contains aspects that scholars 
of horror have found particularly conducive to a cultural interest in body horror.44 
And Livy’s comment at 28.12.12 explicitly notes that the wars of the Augustan re-
were thinking about the relationship between sovereignty and citizen rights in terms of the law, regard-
less of where any particular solution might come down” (2010, p. 181); for Agamben and Roman history, 
see also Lowrie (2007).
41  Contra Kiesling, who downplays the degree of military corporal punishment in Livy (2006, p. 237).
42  Feldherr notes that the execution is compared to a sacrifice, with Scipio the sacrificial victim 
whose entrails would be torn out and examined, and that no such body horror imagery appears in the 
Polybian version of this episode (11.28-9) (1998, p. 160 n. 135).
43  The body horror perpetrated by the Augustan regime was not solely military in nature: e.g., Strabo 
(6.273) claimed to have witnessed Augustus kill a prisoner with a fake Mt. Aetna in a bizarre public 
execution, and accused conspirators were executed without a chance to defend themselves (Dio Cass. 
54.3). Additionally, there was an outbreak of plague in Rome in 22 BCE (Dio Cass. 54.1), which may 
have influenced Livy’s account of the plague in the third decade.
44  Carroll connects an interest in horror with social phenomena such as “anxiety about cultural cate-
gories,” the end of a war, nostalgia, “social instability,” and “the instability of norms—both classificatory 
and moral,” all of which could be described as elements of Augustan Rome (1990, pp. 209-14). Barton 
suggests that the popularity of gladiatorial shows at Rome was “a response to an intense and excruciat-
ing feeling of humiliation and insecurity and an attempt to find compensation, even exaltation, within 
this feeling of inescapable degradation.” (1993, p. 46). See also Bartsch (1997, pp. 45-7).
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gime are especially relevant to the third decade.45 Thus the activities of Scipio and 
his earlier Roman armies invite contemplation about the activities of Livy’s own age. 
Given the 2nd Punic War’s position within Roman culture as the most famous and 
most lauded of all of Rome’s early warfare (superlative qualities already emphasized 
by Livy), its depiction as a time of frequent body horror adds significant weight to 
contemporary commentary on Augustan Age biopolitics: the grotesque undermines 
claims of renewed order and stability.
From this setting emerges a narrative of the 2nd Punic War that stretches the 
limits of what kind of Roman activity can be tolerated through its amplification of 
graphic violence, forcing the reader to confront the harsh realities of state corporal 
control. A degree of ambivalence occasionally appears: Livy is unsure whether the 
massacre of the people of Henna was unavoidable or just evil, and he seems to ex-
press a measure of disgust at the desperate decision to bury alive Gallic and Greek 
men and women in a human sacrifice in the city.46 Body horror’s prominence within 
the third decade reveals the biopolitical anxieties aroused by even the most celebrat-
ed Roman warfare.
This connection between body horror and biopolitics in the third decade shows 
the AUC’s anticipation of aesthetic developments in future Latin literature, in which 
the formal style of the grotesque is linked to, or functions as, political commentary.47 
Glenn Most’s work on literature in the 1st century CE has demonstrated the prev-
alence of dismemberments in the works of Statius and, in particular, Lucan and 
Seneca, and he has posited that this tendency of Neronian literature is a response 
to various elements of Nero’s reign: violent spectacles, the slaughter of animals for 
sport or dining, state violence, and Stoic reflections on the gray area between man 
and beast.48 As the state exerted further control over its citizens (and their bodies) 
45  28.12.12: itaque ergo prima Romanis inita provinciarum quae quidem continentis sint postrema omnium 
nostra demum aetate ductu auspicioque Augusti Caesaris perdomita est (“And so, therefore, of the provinces 
which are on the continent at least, the first entered by the Romans was the last of all to be completely 
conquered, under the leadership and auspices of Augustus Caesar at last in our own time”).
46  Henna was held “by a deed either wicked or unavoidable” (aut malo aut necessario facinore, 24.39.7). 
Livy calls the live burial “a most un-Roman sacrifice” (minime Romano sacro, 22.57.5-6).
47  For a broader discussion of literary aesthetics in the Empire, see Poe (1969), Tarrant (1978), Mans 
(1984), Most (1992), Bartsch (1997), Segal (1998), Gilbert (2001), Maes (2008). Poe notes the literary 
commonplace of morbidity or “ghoulishness” in poetry of the Augustan period, making an explicit 
connection between Augustan aesthetics and Imperial literature’s later interest in carnage (1969, p. 356).
48  See Most (1992). Most also picks up on a 1st century CE interest in the transgression of the 
boundary between man and animal (found frequently in Livy’s third decade), and explains this interest 
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during the Neronian period, the Latin literature of the time began to show a greater 
interest in biopolitics and body horror, for which Livy’s earlier explorations could 
have influenced later poets.49
Likewise, Charles Segal has written about similar body horror aesthetics in the 
works of Ovid, a writer whose career overlaps Livy’s.50 Segal reads Ovid’s Metamor-
phoses as paying attention to what he calls “primary boundary anxiety,” an anxiety 
about maintaining one’s bodily integrity. The various physical transformations seen 
in the poem, including “dismemberment, decapitation, disembowelment, and oth-
er grisly events,” are violations of that bodily integrity that activate this anxiety.51 
Segal also notes that Ovid’s metamorphic bodies, transgressing the human/animal 
boundary, may reflect broader anxieties about a fear of subjection to physical pun-
ishment or exploitation, a growing trend under the increasing authoritarianism of 
the Augustan imperial regime and its claims for biopolitical authority.52 These are 
“specifically Roman anxieties, for example, the horror of a free person’s reduction to 
slave status, in which he or she is only a body, and a body subject to physical punish-
ment or sexual exploitation by the master.”53 This anxiety in the Metamorphoses ex-
pands the body horror aspect of the transgressions between man and beast scattered 
throughout Livy’s Books 21-30. Livy thus anticipates the Ovidian and Imperial body 
horror aesthetic with his own breadth of grotesque imagery; these later body horror 
practitioners build on a foundation set by the third decade.54
in terms of the possible life experiences that writers may also have had during this time. For example, 
at a public hunt where the animals accidentally mauled the humans, “spectators could just as easily 
conclude that there was no real difference between animals and at least some men” (1992, p. 404). For an 
extended analysis of body horror in Lucan, see Bartsch (1997).
49  Livy’s influence on Silius Italicus is well known (see Nicol (1936), Nesselrath (1986)), and such 
grisly episodes as the cannibalistic Roman soldier (Pun. 6.41-54) barely exceed the body horror of the 
Livian original (22.51.9). Lovatt argues for a similar influence on Statius, whose allusive reading of the 
AUC “bring[s] out epic tendencies in Livy.” (2010, p. 86).
50  Segal (1998).
51  ibid. (1998, p. 25).
52  ibid. (1998, pp. 32-6); “as the center of power seems increasingly remote, the abrupt transformation 
of one’s life by sudden, arbitrary violence seems more possible” (1998, p. 32). This aspect of the body hor-
ror aesthetic had perhaps begun during the early Augustan period -- Vitruvius observes the popularity 
of the current fashion (novi mores) for human and animal hybrids in frescoes (7.5.3-4). See Lowe (2010, 
pp. 463-4).
53  Segal (1998, p. 36).
54  One might also consider Ovid’s Ibis as a collection of body horror, largely (though not solely) 
mythological; note that in several places (e.g., 279-80, 281-2, 299-300) he brings up actual historical 
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The events of the third decade of Livy’s AUC, with its focus on the account of 
the 2nd Punic War, are composed in a body horror aesthetic mode. The multiple mu-
tilations and dismemberments, bloody omens, graphic rhetorical figures, discussions 
of killing technology, and collapses of the dichotomy of man/beast and life/death 
all contribute to create this pervasive grotesque aesthetic. A reading of Books 21-30 
sensitive to this graphic imagery shows how Livy describes the 2nd Punic War as a 
singular moment in the history of warfare on Earth, and it reveals a source of ten-
sion in the gradual transition of the Roman army’s behavior. A reading focused on 
body horror also encourages reflection on the biopolitics of empire, through which 
Livy anticipates the aesthetics of later Imperial writers such as Seneca, Lucan, and 
Ovid. This aesthetic of the grotesque in the third decade is a crucial element for 
understanding Livy’s historiographical approach and aims in the Ab Urbe Condita, 
and should be treated not just as ornamental rhetoric but as an integral aspect of the 
force of the work.
episodes -- perhaps with a post-Livian attitude toward historiographical images of the grotesque.
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During the Middle Ages, a handful of writers attempted to put the history of Brit-
ain into the framework of Roman history, treating the Roman empire as a continu-
ing, living institution.1 Although the best known and probably the greatest of these 
medieval English historians is Bede, in the 8th century, my topic here is Geoffrey of 
Monmouth, some 400 years later in “the great age of medieval historiography.”2 If 
classicists are at all familiar with Geoffrey’s Historia Regum Britanniae, it is probably 
as an important early source for the story of King Arthur. Long before Arthur’s 
reign, though, Caesar came to Britain. In this paper I will compare Geoffrey’s ver-
sion of Caesar’s second expedition with Caesar’s own account.3
1  Ray refers to the myth of “continuity of the Roman empire” and writers tracing contemporary 
princes back to Roman ancestors, though he does not mention Geoffrey (1966, p. 643); he discusses 
Bede along with other historians of Britain (1966, p. 644). Lucken traces this development all the way 
back to Augustine’s City of God, and observes that claiming noble ancestors “permet aux familles nobles 
de s’appuyer sur l’ancêtre prestigieux auquel elles doivent leur existence” (2000, pp. 56–57).
2  Ray (1966, p. 645).
3  Long made a similar comparison, though he seems mainly to have looked at a work purporting 
to be by “Tysilio” and supposed to be the Welsh book that Geoffrey translates. He says little about 
Geoffrey’s own text (1924). Dunn compares Geoffrey’s narrative to those of the other medieval British 
historians, rather than to Caesar’s own (1919, pp. 288–293).
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Geoffrey, or Galfridus Monemutensis in Latin, lived in the first half of the 12th 
century, roughly 1100–1155. In 1152 he became bishop of St. Asaph, in Cambridge. 
His first work is the Prophecies of Merlin, and not long afterward, in the 1130s, he 
writes a history of Britain and incorporates the Prophecies into it. This work, the His-
toria Regum Britanniae, also called De Gestis Britonum, in eleven short books, covers 
the history of Britain from the legendary beginnings down to the take-over by the 
Saxons in the 7th century. King Arthur, the hundred-and-sixth king, enters the text 
in book 8 and is a major figure in the last three books. The Historia was wildly pop-
ular and over 200 manuscripts survive, many of them copied within 50 years of the 
composition of the text. And it’s no wonder: the writing is lively and the stories are 
exciting. They’re also frequently embellished, even entirely fictional.4
Our concern here is with book 4, in which Caesar arrives in Britain. As we all 
know, that much is true: Caesar goes to Britain for the second time in 54 bc, and 
gives us a brief description of the expedition in book 5 of his own Gallic War, chap-
ters 11 to 22. As he tells it, Caesar meets Cassivelaunus, who rules a portion of Britain 
north of the Thames, and has been put temporarily in charge of the British forces 
to repel the Romans (5.11.9). Naturally, the Romans win the fight, but Caesar does 
not want to remain to consolidate the victory. He takes hostages, demands tribute, 
tells Cassivelaunus not to harass the Trinobantes, and returns to winter quarters in 
Gaul (5.22).
Geoffrey’s version is considerably longer, taking up most of his fourth book.5 
In this version, Caesar leaves Britain and returns to Gaul because he’s been defeat-
ed. He then comes back to Britain two years later, and is defeated again. Finally, a 
nephew of Cassivelaunus, feuding with his uncle, calls in Caesar for help. Together 
Caesar and the nephew fight Cassivelaunus, and when they cannot beat him in 
pitched battle, besiege his camp. When supplies run out, Cassivelaunus tells his 
nephew to broker a peace; Cassivelaunus agrees to pay tribute, but he and Caesar 
part as friends.
Several of the main points of Caesar’s text are recognizable in Geoffrey’s: that 
4  This was recognized from the beginning: Lucken points out “Nombreux sont les chroniquers 
médiévaux, en Angleterre, à avoir mis en doubte la verité de l’ouvrage de Geoffrey”, citing in particular 
William of Newburgh (1136–1199) (2000, p. 59). Howlett discusses Geoffrey’s “old book in the British 
language,” which Geoffrey claims is his source for the Arthurian part of his narrative in particular, and 
concludes that it is a “spectacularly successful fraud” (1995, p. 25) that began a chain of “literary respons-
es to a pretended source” (1995, p. 64), to be read as a sophisticated joke among medieval historians.
5  Nearing calls this “one of the best stories in Geoffrey’s work,” (1949, p. 899) and Dunn refers to it as 
“a most diverting romance.” (1919, p. 288).
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Caesar goes to Britain more than once, that he leaves after a battle with Cassivelau-
nus, and that Britain eventually pays tribute to Rome. But in this version the British 
win all the battles and make peace on their own terms.
Let us look more closely at Geoffrey’s narrative. Geoffrey begins his fourth 
book when Caesar, looking out to sea from Flanders, first catches sight of the island 
of Britain. When he asks about this place, he immediately remembers its back-
ground:
Hercle, ex eadem prosapia nos Romani et Britones orti sumus, quia ex 
Troiana gente processimus. Nobis Aeneas post destructionem Troiae 
primus pater fuit, illis autem Brutus, quem Silvius Ascanii filii Aeneae 
filius progenuit.      (4.54.6ff )6
By Hercules, we Romans and the Britons share a common ancestry, being 
both descended from the Trojans. After the sack of Troy our first ancestor 
was Aeneas, theirs Brutus, whose father was Silvius, son of Aeneas’s son 
Ascanius.
In other words, these are long-lost kinsmen. Caesar goes on to say that he will sim-
ply ask them to pay tribute, rather than attacking them and shedding family blood.
Readers may at this point be wondering why they do not remember this Bru-
tus from Livy, Ovid, or any other Roman foundation story. There is a good reason 
for that: as far as anyone knows, this Brutus appears first in the Middle Ages. The 
earliest source is Nennius (or, better, “pseudo-Nennius”), a 9th-century historian, 
who says “Brittannia insula a quodam Bruto consule Romano dicta” (II.7) and later that 
Brutus is the grandson of Aeneas (II.10), though in a subsequent section he puts 
Brutus a few generations further down the family tree (II.18).
Geoffrey takes the story of Brutus from Nennius, but expands it from one 
crabbed paragraph to an entire book. After Geoffrey, Brutus will have a long af-
ter-life, in English and French versions: Wace’s Roman de Brut, in Old French, and 
Lazamon’s Brut, in Middle English, both from the late 12th century, turn Geoffrey’s 
Latin prose into vernacular verse.7
Geoffrey makes Brutus the beginning of his history, and gives him the entire 
6  I cite Geoffrey from Reeve and Wright, by book, section, and line; the translation is also theirs.
7  See Drabble s.vv. “Geoffrey of Monmouth” and “Brut” (1995).
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first book. Brutus is the son of Silvius, son of Ascanius, son of Aeneas. This is differ-
ent from Nennius who makes Silvius the son of Aeneas and Lavinia (II.10). Before 
Brutus is born, his mother receives a prophecy:
Dixerunt magi eam gravidam esse puero qui patrem et matrem interficeret, 
pluribus quoque terris in exilium peragratis, ad summum tandem culmen 
honoris pervenerit.   (1.6.57–59)
The magicians said that the girl was carrying a boy who would kill his 
father and mother, wander many lands in exile, and in the end receive the 
highest honor. Their prophecy was not made in vain. 
Naturally the prophecy comes true: the mother dies while giving birth, and Brutus 
kills his father Silvius by accident while hunting. He is exiled as a result, and goes to 
Greece, then an island called Leogetia, then Africa, then Mauritania, then through 
the Pillars of Hercules to the Tyrrhenian sea, then Aquitaine, and finally to an is-
land called Albion quae a nemine, exceptis paucis gigantibus, inhabitabatur (1.21.453). 
Fortunately, he has a companion who really enjoys fighting giants! Brutus re-names 
the island after himself, “Britain,” and builds a city on the banks of the Thames 
which he calls Troia Nova, later corrupted to Trinovantum. Of course both names 
are folk etymologies: the Trinobantes were a tribe in the area, as we know from Cae-
sar (BG 5.20), and Geoffrey seems to have turned “Trinobantes” (or “Trinovantes”) 
into “Troia Nova.” Geoffrey’s definition of “Britain” as the entire island of Albion is 
arguably the beginning of “Britain as a geopolitical concept,” as MacColl suggests,8 
combining England, Scotland, and Wales into a single unit, though this is quickly 
revised in the First Variant Version of Geoffrey’s text.9 Moreover, the Trojan origins, 
the wanderings, the need to fight with the aboriginal inhabitants of the new home 
all assimilate Brutus to Aeneas, as Ingledew observes10: he even calls the first book 
“a mini-Aeneid.”
Several hundred years after Brutus, Caesar turns up and, as we’ve seen, he 
8  MacColl (2006, p. 249).
9  MacColl (2006, p. 254).Cf. also Ingledew (1994, p. 703): “Galfridian history therefore effectively 
defined historical consciousness in England insofar as that consciousness was expressed in the literate 
community’s narrative of insular origins and the first twelve hundred years or so of insular history.”
10  Ingledew (1994, p. 677).
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already knows that the Britons are descended from Brutus and thus are his own 
distant kinsmen. He doesn’t want to fight them, but of course he does want to sub-
jugate them. He sends a note to the British king Cassivelaunus,11 whose angry reply 
Geoffrey quotes for us:
Cassibellaunus, rex Britonum, Gaio Iulio Caesari. Miranda est, Caesar, 
Romani populi cupiditas, qui, quicquid est auri vel argenti sitiens, nequit 
nos infra pericula oceani extra orbem positos pati quin census nostros 
appetere praesumat, quos hactenus quiete possedimus. Nec hoc quidem 
sufficit nisi postposita libertate subiectionem ei faciamus, perpetuam 
servitutem subituri. Opprobrium itaque tibi petivisti, Caesar, cum 
communis nobilitatis vena Britonibus et Romanis ab Aenea defluat, et 
eiusdem cognationis una et eadem catena praefulgeat, qua in firmam 
amicitiam coniungi deberent. Illa a nobis petenda esset, non servitus, quia 
eam potius largiri didicimus quam servitutis iugum deferre. Libertatem 
namque in tantum consuevimus habere quod prorsus ignoramus quid sit 
servituti oboedire; quam si ipsi dii conarentur nobis eripere, elaboremus 
utique omni nisu resistere ut eam retineremus. Liqueat igitur dispositioni 
tuae, Caesar, nos pro illa et pro regno nostro pugnaturus si ut comminatus 
es infra insulam Britanniae supervenire inceperis.  (4.55.18ff )
Cassivelaunus king of the Britons sends greetings to Gaius Julius Caesar. 
The greed of the Roman people, Caesar, is remarkable. In their thirst for 
gold and silver, they cannot bring themselves, though we live at the world’s 
edge amid the perils of the ocean, to forgo seeking the wealth which we 
have so far enjoyed in peace. If that were not enough, they also demand we 
submit and become their slaves forever. Your request disgraces you, Caesar, 
since Briton and Roman share the same blood-line from Aeneas, a shining 
chain of common ancestry which ought to bind us in lasting friendship. 
Friendship, not slavery, is what you should have asked us for, since we are 
11  The name is generally spelled “Cassivelaunus” or “Cassivellaunus” in Caesar, “Cassibellaunus” in the 
medieval sources. I will use the Caesarean spelling for consistency.
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more accustomed to give that than to bear the yoke of servitude. We are 
so used to freedom that we have no idea what it is to serve a master; if the 
gods themselves tried to take it from us, we would strive with every sinew 
to retain our liberty. Let it therefore be clear to you, Caesar, that, whatever 
your intentions, we will fight for our freedom and our country if you 
attempt to carry out your threat of landing in the island of Britain.
Cassivelaunus turns the idea of kinship right back to Caesar: “if the very same blood 
flows in our veins,” he says, “then you have no right to make us slaves.” He accuses 
not only Caesar but the Roman people as a whole of greed, and speaks strongly and 
boldly of the freedom of the Britons: “we are so accustomed to freedom that we 
barely know the meaning of the word ‘slavery.’ ”
Naturally Caesar comes straight over with his army. Cassivelaunus calls a coun-
cil of war, including in particular his younger brother Nennius and his nephews 
Androgeus and Tenuantius. They are sons of Cassivelaunus’s older brother Lud, who 
had been king of Britain; Cassivelaunus has inherited the kingdom because when 
Lud died, they were still too young to rule (3.53).
The first battle is a great triumph for the British forces. Nennius meets Caesar 
in single combat and though rather badly wounded, the British prince gets Cae-
sar’s sword from him and uses it to kill Labienus — clearly a historical error, as in 
fact Labienus survives the Gallic campaign, and dies fighting on Pompey’s side at 
Munda in 45. It seems that Geoffrey’s sources may have confused Labienus with 
Laberius, who dies in Caesar’s first action in Britain (BG 5.15). Geoffrey himself adds 
the detail that the Caesar’s sword has a name: Crocea Mors, the “yellow death,” quia 
nullus evadebat vivus qui cum illo vulnerabatur (4.58.85).
The Romans are routed and sail immediately back to Gaul. According to Geof-
frey, the Gauls assume Caesar is now weak, and they’ve heard rumors that Cassive-
launus is chasing him back to Gaul, so they seize the opportunity to rebel. Caesar 
caves at once: Qui prius leonina feritate fulminans ipsis omnia abstulerat nunc mitis 
agnus humili voce balans omnia posse reddere laetatur (4.58.94ff ). He spends the next 
two years plotting revenge. Geoffrey’s Caesar is weak, somewhat afraid of the fierce 
Gauls.
When Caesar finally comes back to Britain, Cassivelaunus is ready for him. 
He fills the bed of the Thames with metal stakes to trap approaching ships, then 
sets up nearby to wait. Of course the Roman ships run right into the trap; many are 
sunk and thousands of soldiers are drowned: Hoc igitur Cassibellaunus ex ripa qua 
aderat aspiciens gaudet propter periculum submersorum, sed tristatur ob salutem ceterorum 
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(60.117), but instead of just celebrating, Cassivelaunus presses the advantage and 
attacks the remaining Romans. Because so many have drowned, the British have 
a thirty-to-one advantage, and the Romans just can’t resist them — so, once again, 
they flee to the continent.
Cassivelaunus holds a festival to give thanks to the gods. In the course of the 
feasting and gaming, a quarrel breaks out between two younger men of the royal 
family. One of them, called Cuelinus, who happens to be the nephew of Androgeus, 
kills the other. Cassivelaunus orders Androgeus to bring Cuelinus to his court for 
judgement. Androgeus considers this an insult, and refuses; Cassivelaunus there-
upon starts to lay waste to Androgeus’s territories. When Androgeus cannot mollify 
the king, he looks for outside help: Caesar. He writes a beautifully constructed letter 
first apologizing for having opposed Caesar, then explaining why he now opposes 
Cassivelaunus. The opening and closing of the letter are as follows:
Gaio Iulio Caesari, Androgeus, dux Trinovantum, post optatam mortem 
optandam salutem. Paenitet me adversum te egisse dum proelia cum rege 
meo committeres. Si enim me a talibus ausis abstinuissem, devicisses 
Cassibellaunum, cui post triumphum suum tanta irrepsit superbia ut me, 
per quem triumphavit, a finibus meis exterminare insistat. …  
     (4.61.167–171)
Unde misericordiam tuam implorans auxilium a te peto ut ego per te 
dignitati meae restituar et tu per me Brittania potiaris. De hoc autem 
nihil in me haesitaveris, quia omnis abest proditio. Ea enim conditione 
moventur mortales ut post inimicitias amici fiant et post fugam ad 
triumphum accedant.    (4.61.188–192)
Gaius Julius Caesar, Androgeus duke of Trinovantum, who used to wish you dead, 
now wishes you well. I regret opposing you when you fought against my king. Had I 
refrained from my acts of daring, you would have beaten Cassivelaunus, whose vic-
tory has made him so proud that he is trying to drive me, the author of his success, 
from my lands. …
Therefore I throw myself upon your mercy and request your aid so that I, 
through you, may regain my proper position and you, through me, may conquer 
Britain. Have no qualms on my account, for I have no thought of betrayal. It is part 
of life for enemies to become friends and for defeat to be followed by victory. 
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`Note the charm of post optatam mortem optandam salutem, followed by the arrogant 
apology: “if I’d held back, you would have won.” At last, Androgeus suggests that it’s 
a normal development for enemies to become friends.12
Caesar accepts hostages from Androgeus and returns to Britain for a third 
time. Cassivelaunus at once comes to meet him, and there is much slaughter: Con-
cidunt in utraque parte vulnerati quemadmodum folia arborum in autumno (4.62.211). 
Androgeus has hidden his forces nearby, and brings them in as reinforcements when 
Cassivelaunus is starting to lose. The king’s troops flee to the top of a nearby hill, and 
as it gets dark, the Romans settle in for a siege. Here Geoffrey comments:
O admirabile tunc genus Britonum, qui ipsum bis in fugam propulerunt 
qui totum orbem sibi submiserat! Cui totus mundus nequivit resistere, illi 
etiam fugati resistunt, parati mortem pro patria et libertate subire. Hinc ad 
laudem eorum cecinit Lucanus de Caesare “Territa quaesitis ostendit terga 
Britannis.”   (4.62.226-229; from Lucan, Bellum Civile 2.572)
How admirable were the Britons of that age, who twice put to flight the 
conqueror of the whole world! Even after being routed, they faced a man 
the whole world could not resist, and were ready to lay down their lives for 
the liberty of their country. It was in praise of them that the poet Lucan 
described how Caesar “in terror turned his back upon the Britons he had 
attacked.” 
Note once again that for Geoffrey it all comes down to freedom: his British value 
this above everything.
The siege lasts only a couple of days. Cassivelaunus sends Androgeus a mes-
sage asking for peace, and Androgeus responds contemptuously, but agrees to talk 
to Caesar on his uncle’s behalf. He takes rather an arrogant line with Caesar, who 
yields from fear of Androgeus, as Geoffrey tells us (timore igitur Angrogei mitiga-
tus, 4.63.260). In the final settlement, Cassivelaunus agrees to pay annual tribute to 
Rome, and Caesar spends the winter in Britain before returning to Gaul. Androgeus 
goes back with him and is not heard of again.
Geoffrey has taken Caesar’s brief, matter-of-fact narrative and turned it ` a 
12  Compare Sophocles, Ajax 679–682, and 1359, although Geoffrey cannot have known the Greek 
play.
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major drama, with battles, defeats, and family conflict. As Tolhurst observes, Cas-
sivelaunus “destroys his country’s and his own autonomy by refusing to reconcile 
with his nephew, Duke Androgeus of Trinovantium.”13 She points out that this in-
cident is part of a pattern of “internecine warfar`e and the refusal to pay tribute to 
Rome” that runs through the Historia. Although it appears that everyone has won 
— Cassivelaunus survives and continues to rule, Androgeus gets power in Rome, 
and Caesar gains a new vassal state — in fact Britain’s much-valued freedom has 
been compromised.
In Geoffrey’s narrative, Caesar is weak. He makes no decision and takes no 
action without consulting his officers, something we see relatively rarely in Caesar’s 
own commentarii. He loses the first two engagements, and might well have lost the 
third if not for Androgeus.
Cassivelaunus, on the other hand, is stronger and bolder. The arrogant letter 
that is his first action in the narrative calls to mind Ariovistus from BG 1.14 Both 
Ariovistus and Cassivelaunus try to explain to Caesar that they are doing very well 
on their own, and would prefer that the Romans not interfere. In his first speech, 
Ariovistus insists on his right to manage his domain in his own way: si ipse populo 
Romano non praescriberet quem ad modum suo iure uteretur, non oportere sese a populo 
Romano in suo iure impediri, “I don’t tell you Romans what to do, so you shouldn’t 
tell me what to do” (1.36.2; similarly 1.44.8, provinciam suam hanc esse Galliam, sicut 
illam nostram). On the other hand, if it’s a fight Caesar wants, Ariovistus is more 
than willing to oblige. In his second speech, after Caesar has brought up his army, 
Ariovistus refers to the friendship between Rome and his people (1.44.5), and be-
tween himself and Caesar (1.44.10), and says that it’s hard to believe in Caesar’s 
friendship while Caesar is attacking, debere se susipcari simulata Caesarem amicitia, 
quod exercitum in Gallia habeat, sui opprimendi causa habere (1.44.10). Although Ario-
vistus can’t claim to be Caesar’s kinsman, he uses the idea of friendship much as 
Cassivelaunus uses the distant blood relationship: if we are bound by such a tie, we 
should not be fighting. Both Cassivelaunus and Ariovistus insist that their nations 
are independent of Rome, and that they would prefer not to fight, but both make it 
clear to Caesar that if he starts a fight, they will fight back.
Caesar, in his own narrative, defeats Ariovistus, though the latter survives the 
battle and escapes down the Rhine (BG 1.53). In Geoffrey’s story, though, Cassive-
13  Tolhurst (2013, p. 126).
14  I owe this observation to Cynthia Damon.
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launus defeats Caesar — twice, in fact — before Caesar finally wins, but only with 
the help of Androgeus (4.63). Cassivelaunus reigns for another seven years and there 
is peace between Britain and Rome until the time of Claudius (4.64–65).
The British characters in this episode are stronger and bolder than their coun-
terparts in Caesar’s text, though neither Cassivelaunus nor Androgeus is particularly 
heroic: rather, they are arrogant, and perhaps lucky. But they do beat Caesar. They 
are, like him, distant descendants of Aeneas, and Geoffrey attempts to show that 
this branch of the Trojan stock has not degenerated, but is just as strong as its bet-
ter-known cousins at Rome.
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A B S U R D I T Y
I love scansion, but it makes no sense; scansion is an absurd practice. If I’m the first 
to tell you, have mercy on this messenger. If you already knew the truth, then rally 
with me and change the teaching of Latin poetry for the better. I’ll present a simple 
alternative to silly scansion shortly, but first, why bother? Yes, why bother attacking 
a tried and true practice? My reasons are simple, and I’ll use you, the reader, as an 
example. I’ll guess that your Latin program doesn’t begin reading poetry until the 
third or fourth year of high school. I’ll also guess that the process begins with an 
introduction to scansion and what a dactyl and spondee is, etc. Now, without being 
snarky, I’ll guess that your retention rates for years three and four are less than 50%, 
and given national averages, that’s on the high end. Even if I’m way off on that last 
guess, and you’re fairly proud of your high numbers, you probably can’t say that all of 
your students will experience Latin poetry. I am writing this rātiō to tell you there’s 
a way to introduce poetry in the first year, encouraging inclusion (not exclusion). 
Would you like to know more? Read on.
M A C R O N S
To understand everything outlined in this article, we must first begin with ma-
crons.  Simply put, use them, always. To dispel one argument against them, modern 
iOS devices and PC keyboard languages, such as Maori, allow for easy input of 
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macrons (the extra second will pay off ). To dispel another argument, the purists 
claiming inauthenticity or “crutch” status of macrons ought to begin the school year 
with “CAECILIVSESTPATER.” This is an exaggeration, I know, but follow the 
logic and it makes sense to stick with the MOST understandable (read: comprehen-
sible) way to present Latin to students. A macron is a simple feature that increases 
comprehension. Now, if Latin class is primarily taught in English (yes, there is an 
increasing number of Latin classes being taught IN Latin, the target language), 
there is even more of a need to use macrons. How else will students know how to 
pronounce1 a word? They can’t rely on English since the language is not quantitative, 
and they certainly aren’t hearing it from a textbook. The nifty pronunciation guide at 
the beginning of most textbooks might be consulted by students from time to time, 
but not often enough to acquire “an ear” for the language. Readers of Latin poetry 
know this is crucial. Now, onto scansion!
S C A N S I O N  V S .  M U S I C
Traditional scansion marks both long and short syllables in superscript (above the 
line of Latin). There is absolutely no conceivable way to rationalize this practice, and 
surely it was developed because someone didn’t understand music. Since scansion 
represents a rhythm, and the rhythm of Latin is comprised of EITHER long OR 
short syllables, why mark both!? That’s right, people have been notating twice as 
many syllables than they needed to since Latin ceased to be understood, by most, 
as a spoken language. The parallel I draw is to musical notation. Music requires a 
complex system of symbols to represent all of the possible note values. There are only 
two in Latin; long or short. A well-trained performer of Latin poetry can stretch 
rhythms to include “long, longer, short, and shorter,” but this is a higher level of 
poetic performance which deserves its own treatment elsewhere. I am writing this 
to arm readers with a simple tool that focuses more on natural language and less on 
abstract notation.
1  We should not be concerned with difference in consonants (e.g. “v” as “w” or “c” as “k”), rather, the 
length of syllables only.
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S I M P L I F I E D  S C A N S I O N
Once the persistent use of macrons is adopted (I call this step 0), there is really 
only one thing to do, which is to underline any other long syllable according to the 
rules of prosody (i.e. diphthongs,2 two consonant rule). When we compare the two 
practices, traditional scansion is cluttered, while simplified scansion is clear. Here’s 
an example of that simplified scansion:
 arma virumque canō // Trōiae quī prīmus ab ōrīs
The railroad track caesura is covered in the next section, but it should be immedi-
ately clear how this simplified scansion practice draws attention to the line of Latin 
itself. In my early days of reciting Latin poetry, I would often recite an entire passage 
only to realize I had no idea what those perfectly-timed words even meant. The pro-
cess was much unlike following the bouncing ball during Karaoke since the static 
symbols on the page diverted much of my attention, not to mention the fact that I 
didn’t actually know the language I was reciting. I was focusing both on the rhythm, 
AND the decoding; one is challenging enough. It became clear to me that I was 
paying too much attention to those long and short marks above the Latin instead of 
just reading the Latin. Since the only thing visibly different from prose is the under-
lined syllables (provided that one uses macrons, always), there is less of a “transition” 
to reading Latin poetry. In fact, my first year Latin students underline long syllables 
whenever we do a dictation, so this “practice” isn’t even strange to them. Sure, they 
could apply the rules of prosody to determine which syllables to underline, but all 
students have to do is listen to how words are pronounced and mark them accord-
ingly. For example, in my classes, there is no mistake that Magister is pronounced 
maGISSSSSSSSter. All of the textbooks indicate that a long syllable should be pro-
nounced approximately twice as long as a short syllable. I, however, make it a point 
to exaggerate long syllables, holding vowels and the first of two consonants splitting 
syllables for much longer than necessary. The result? I hear students mimicking me...
this is a wonderful sign that they’re picking up the language. So, am I surprised that 
my first year Latin students can recite Virgil? Not at all. They are building rhythmic 
fluency at the same time as their reading fluency increases. With time, they will 
understand the Aeneid without thinking about those dactyls.
2  Diphthongs could be considered long vowels, but are never marked with macrons, thus receive the 
underline in Simplified Scansion.
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N A T U R A L  A C C E N T U A T I O N
One benefit of attending to syllable quantity both orally and in writing, is that 
students will have “picked up” the sounds of Latin words. This means that students 
will never, ever say MAgister with that accent on that first syllable, and as though 
it were three short syllables, since they will have heard the word pronounced as 
maGISSSSSSSSSter (with the accent properly on the second to last syllable, and the 
“s” sound held out), and will have seen it underlined (because it’s long by those two 
consonants, “s” and “t”). This, of course, requires the teacher to correctly model the 
rhythm of Latin as the input-provider in the classroom, yet I’ve heard many Latin 
teachers over the years botch Magister without knowing. Consider, then, brushing 
up on the rules of prosody to make sure you aren’t ignoring some long syllables. For 
your convenience, the most important rules of accenting are presented below. 
What does this all mean? Well, it just so happens that the words in Latin 
poetry are recited exactly how they are pronounced normally. So, provided that one 
knows the natural accents, those accents remain the same when recited. When -que 
is added to a word, the accent shifts one syllable towards to the end of the word. This 
is why we have no problem reciting viRUMque in that famous first line of Virgil. 
Continuing with Aeneid 1.1, we accent the first syllable in CAnō, because the second-
to-last-syllable-unless-short rule still applies (in two syllable words, it just happens 
to be the first syllable). Furthermore, traditional scansion and attention to individual 
feet exacerbates the tendency of students to accent the ictus vs. accent. It is the very 
interplay between ictus and accent that gives Latin poetry a sense of life. Consider 
the following recitation of Aeneid 1.1 with the emphasis, sadly, on the ictus:
ARma viRUMque caNŌ trōIAE quī PRĪmus ab Ōrīs
That line feels heavy, and departs from how we pronounce each word normally. 
Instead of CAnoooo, we have caNOOOOO. Instead of TROOOOOiaeeeeeee, we have 
TroooooIAEEEEEEEEE. Again, if we are making the transition to poetry painless, 
what better way than to pronounce the words just like we always do? When it comes 
to natural accentuation, there are no tricks or alternative practices here. This IS how 
to pronounce poetry!
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C O L A
Stop teaching dactyls and spondees, and focus on larger “chunks.” We know this 
is the best strategy to employ in order to read prose fluently, and it most certainly 
applies to poetry. In poetry, the manageable “chunk” is called the “colon.” There are 
many articles on what a metrical colon is,3 so there is no need to revisit that topic. 
The only thing you need to know is that I created my audio files based on the prin-
ciple of pausing in key moments in both sense and rhythm, recognized by many as 
defined by the obtuse terms “caesura” and “diaeresis,” which don’t really have a place 
in a classroom based on delivering understandable (read: comprehensible) messages 
to students.
E V O L U T I O N
It’d be hard to find a student who doesn’t, at one point, have earbuds or headphones 
hanging around their neck, on their head, or within an arm’s reach. Let’s evolve and 
give kids what they want. Go to magisterp.com and download some audio files, 
listen to them with your students, recite some Virgil, or Catullus, and get them 
hooked on Latin poetry. All of these audio files support the use of macrons, natural 
accentuation, and adherence to cola.
N E X T  S T E P S
The next steps are to get more understandable Latin poetry into curricula years 
one and two. There are now two novellas written with poetry understandable to the 
novice Latin student! Pīsō Ille Poētulus features 22 lines of dactylic hexameter, and 
fragmenta Pīsōnis features 50 lines; 37 dactylic hexameter, 8 hendecasyllables, and 
5 scazon/limping iambics. The profession needs more of these novellas—a recent 
endeavor as of 2015, though long-standing publishers could lend a hand, ensuring 
that each chapter of [insert textbook here] includes a couple lines of verse that make 
sense, that students can understand. Until that happens, feel free to go to magisterp.
com/rhythmicfluency to print the poetry card game to help students internalize the 
rhythm that ends a line of dactylic hexameter. At this moment, the vocabulary is 
keyed to the first four Capitula of Oerberg’s Lingua Latīna Per Sē Illustrāta: Familia 
Rōmāna.
3  Mahoney (2014).
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Our students can easily forget that books in the ancient Greek and Roman world 
were radically different from the objects we call “books” today. A modern book 
comes in what is called the codex form. That book is mechanically printed on ma-
chine-made made paper and bound by machine. Each copy in a publisher’s print run 
is identical. Numbered pages turn, and blank spaces divide the text’s words, which 
are also equipped with standardized punctuation and upper- and lower-case letters 
to provide additional help to the reader. An ancient book, by contrast, was individ-
ually written on hand-created papyrus sheets glued together into rolls long enough 
to contain, say, one book of the Aeneid. There was no pagination or standardized 
punctuation, although a reader might add marks to his or her text in much the same 
way an actor today might add notes to a play’s script. The words, written entirely in 
capital letters, would flow in a single line across a column, without word division.
That description could help students understand ancient books theoretically, 
but it would be easy for them to slip back, unconsciously, into thinking of ancient 
books as simply old modern books. How can we help our students appreciate the 
physical nature of ancient texts and think about the effects of ancient books’ physical 
form on ancient literature? The answer lies in hands-on experience and observation, 
as I found when I taught Roman Poems and Poetry Books (Latin 302).
Early in the term, we spent a class period in Wellesley College’s Special Col-
lections (http://www.wellesley.edu/lts/collections/speccoll). The students began by 
looking at modern codex-form books (I passed out copies of Loeb Classical Li-
brary editions of Latin authors, so that everyone would be looking at roughly similar 
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books). Going around the seminar table, they made observations about the physical 
form and visual presentation of their books, to sharpen their eyes for things they 
normally take for granted, like page numbers, paragraphing, lower- and upper-case 
letters, and punctuation. Then we did the same thing with fragments of ancient 
papyri from Oxyrhynchus, a thank-you gift from the Egypt Exploration Society for 
a donation long ago. Even though the papyrus fragments were usually small and, to 
the students’ untrained eyes, illegible (especially if they didn’t know Greek, the lan-
guage of most of Wellesley’s papyri), the class quickly noted some of the major dif-
ferences, like the lack of word division. The battered papyri also showed the students 
how far away the ancient world is in time, how much a text’s survival could depend 
on chance, and how tough papyrus sheets could be, especially compared to much 
modern paper made from wood pulp (would their Psyc 101 notebooks or the Boston 
Globe last 2,000 years?). I am lucky to be able to have my students study real papy-
rus fragments, but the same basic approach could be used with images of ancient 
papyri available on the internet in the Duke Papyrus Archive (https://library.duke.
edu/rubenstein/scriptorium/papyrus/) or the University of Michigan’s Papyrology 
Collection (https://www.lib.umich.edu/papyrology-collection).
Having examined the ancient papyri in Special Collections, a couple of weeks 
later we trooped over to Wellesley’s Book Arts Lab to make our own sheets of pa-
pyrus. For homework, the students had watched the slide show “Papyrus Making 
101: rediscovering the craft of making ancient paper” on the University of Mich-
igan Papyrology Collection website (https://www.lib.umich.edu/papyrus_mak-
ing/index.html). To highlight the contrast with modern paper-making, they also 
watched a video on modern industrial paper-making (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=E4C3X26dxbM) from Sappi, “A leading global provider of sustainable 
woodfibre products and solutions” (in the words of its website at https://www.sappi.
com/).
Fortunately, making sheets of papyrus is easy: no complicated set-up, no fancy 
equipment, no dangerous chemicals. A materials list for the sheets themselves con-
sists of two things: strips of papyrus and a bucket of water. If you happen to have 
a ready source of papyrus plants (probably not likely, although we were lucky to be 
able to call on the Wellesley College greenhouses), you could harvest your own pa-
pyrus, cut its stalks into appropriate lengths, and then shave strips down the length 
of the stalk. Alternatively, go to the King Tut Shop (http://www.kingtutshop.com/), 
where you can order either a Make Papyrus at Home Kit or simply strips of papyrus 
(King Tut Shop says it can accept school purchase orders). The Kit, which includes 
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enough papyrus strips to make three sheets (i.e., enough to demonstrate but not to 
have your class make their own sheets), a small press, and some absorbent cotton 
sheets, will come with its own instructions, but I would suggest simply ordering as 
large a quantity of strips as you will need for your class or Latin Club and making a 
simple press yourself (see below).
When you are ready to have your class make their sheets of papyrus, set out 
small buckets of water containing strips of papyrus (the water keeps the strips flex-
ible). On a waterproof surface, set out for each student or pair of students a cloth 
somewhat larger than the sheet to be made. To create a single sheet (and the fact 
that all this work will produce only one sheet is significant), the student will arrange 
strips of papyrus side by side on the cloth vertically (i.e., with the length of the strip 
at right angles to their body). When enough strips have been laid down to make the 
width of the sheet, lay other strips on top of the first layer, side by side, aligned with 
each other, at right angles to the first layer (i.e., parallel to the long edge of the table). 
Your students may instinctively want to interweave the two layers of strips: ask them 
why that would not be helpful (it would create a lumpy surface for writing).
When all the strips have been laid down, the sheets have been created, but the 
papyrus is still wet and the layers would come apart if you picked the sheet up. So 
the next step is pressing and drying the sheets, which will remove the moisture and 
cause the plant fibres’ natural adhesive to fuse the layers together. For this you will 
need a simple press. If your school has a shop, a press may be available, but you can 
also create your own press. In an area that can get wet or in a broad, flat container, 
set down a sturdy board a little larger than the size of the sheets your students have 
made. On top of the board, lay down a sheet of absorbent material such as felt or an 
old white cotton tee-shirt. Then carefully pick up the cloth under a papyrus sheet 
and turn the sheet out onto the felt. Place another layer of felt or another old white 
cotton tee-shirt on top of it. Repeat those steps until all of your students’ papyrus 
sheets have been stacked up with layers of felt in between them. Place a final layer 
of material on top, and then set another board, the same size as the bottom board, 
on top of the entire stack. The layers of material will absorb excess water from the 
papyrus sheets. Carefully place a significant weight on top of the stack. (If you want 
to get the Physical Education Department involved, ask the coach if you can borrow 
a weight plate from a set of free weights.) Over time, the papyrus sheets will dry 
out, and the pressure of the weight will both speed up the process and prevent the 
sheets from warping. 
Now it is only a matter of time. A couple of times a day for as long as it takes, 
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remove the weight from the top of the stack and replace the now-sodden felts with 
dry felts (you can re-use the felts after they have dried out—ask the art teacher if you 
can use a drying rack, or get a cheap drying rack).
As your students make their papyrus sheets and, if my experience is any guide, 
have fun playing with water in the middle of Latin class, they can talk about the 
practical implications of this mode of production compared to modern industrial 
paper-making. For instance:
The process is simple and requires no complicated equipment and no 
external power source.
The process is ecologically sound: no potentially toxic chemicals are used, 
and no harmful effluents are produced
The process is labor-intensive. Each sheet is created one-by-one by an 
individual person. How much work would it take to make a 500-sheet 
stack of papyrus sheets, comparable to the ream of paper you could buy 
today for a relatively modest amount?
Making papyrus sheets requires, obviously, papyrus plants: it cannot easily 
be done everywhere.
Making their own sheets of papyrus will help your students understand the 
physical form of the bookroll in antiquity, and since we are all teaching Latin and 
Greek we can turn to ancient texts to illustrate some of the effects that the roll form 
had on ancient literature. Many of the readings in my Roman Poems and Poetry 
Books course complemented our studies in Special Collections and the Book Arts 
Lab. I tried to keep the focus on the physical and to separate cultural conventions 
from issues of physical form. For instance, the absence of word division was a cul-
tural choice, not a necessity of the roll form. It presents a problem for a modern 
reader at first, but was it a hindrance for an experienced ancient reader? Beginning 
or inexperienced readers might be challenged, but they would get used to their texts 
relatively quickly, and the use of a lector or professional reader-aloud would make 
reading even easier, since the “reader” would not actually be reading but rather lis-
tening to a professional read.
A simple illustration of the power and the literary potential of the scroll form 
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lies in the arrangement of poems in a book roll. In a modern poetry book, one usu-
ally reads from the front to the back and then closes the book after reading the final 
poem. In an ancient poetic book roll, too, one would still read from the first poem in 
the roll to the last, but when the reader reached the end of the roll s/he would reroll 
the scroll back to the first poem. That meant, in practice, that immediately after 
reading the last poem the reader would then re-encounter the first poem, highlight-
ing connections between the two poems. Have your class read opening and closing 
poems and look for connections.
Another example based on the physical form of modern and ancient literature: 
in a modern poetry book there is no physical need to read poems in sequence, since 
pages can be turned easily, quickly, and in bunches, but an ancient book roll imposes 
its sequence on the reader: you cannot get to the eighth poem, for example, without 
passing across the seventh poem. The roll form, therefore, could emphasize connec-
tions between contiguous poems and make the reader particularly sensitive to them, 
especially since more than one poem could be visible to the reader at the same time 
as s/he held the roll in both hands and unrolled it as s/he read. Ovid exploits this 
potential in his Cypassis poems (Amores 2.7 and 2.8), where the first poem, addressed 
to his lover, rebukes her for even suspecting that the poet could be having an affair 
with her slave, while the second, addressed to the slave, reveals that her mistress had 
discovered their affair and threatens to reveal all if the slave stops cooperating. 
After talking about Roman books and reading some Latin poems, it is a good 
time to start unpacking what we mean when we use terms like “modern book,” be-
cause there our students may have a lot to teach us. What does “modern book” mean 
to them? A text on a Kindle or on a phone? an electronic textbook rented for the 
term? What are the similarities between electronic books and codex books as well 
as ancient papyrus book rolls? An electronic book, for instance, scrolls like a papyrus 
bookroll, but it is does not require sequential reading. What about a PDF file? A 
general rule of thumb is that for the first fifty years a new form imitates the form 
it is replacing, just as the earliest printed books often imitated the format and con-
ventions of manuscript books. A PDF file tries to duplicate, electronically, a printed 
page, the very form an electronic text could replace. What do your students read? 
How do the forms in which they read influence both the way their texts are written 
and the way they are read? Those questions can start in a bucket of water filled with 
strips of papyrus.4
4  Many years of thanks go to Ruth Rogers and Katherine Ruffin.
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B O O K  R E V I E W S
Hans-Peter Stahl,
Poetry Underpinning Power. Vergil ’s Aeneid: The Epic 
For Emperor Augustus.  A Recovery Study.
Swansea: The Classical Press of Wales, 2016. Pp. 500. Cloth
(ISBN 978-1-910589-04-5) $110.00.
The name of Hans-Peter Stahl does not need an introduction among Classicists and 
Vergilian scholars, in particular. For decades Stahl has been battling with exponents 
of the so-called Harvard School, among others, over what he views to be the “cor-
rect” way to read Vergil’s poem. Is the Aeneid, as many modern critics who follow 
“present-day tendencies in literary criticism” (1) would have it, a rather dark poem, 
an elaborate work of subtle subversion and studied ambiguity which problematizes 
the role of the new ruler of the Roman world, Octavian Augustus, or is it, as Stahl 
argues, a straightforward eulogy of the princeps and the new Rome he had founded?
Stahl’s new monograph is his most recent attempt to settle the question in his 
favor. The strength of the contribution is that Stahl offers a textual analysis which is 
informed by his profound knowledge of Greek and Latin literature, archeology, and 
history. There is much that one can learn from this book. The weakness of the book is 
that it is overly polemic. He relentlessly takes on exponents of the “Harvard School” 
as well as scholars whose work is informed by New Criticism and Semiotic Theory 
with a tone that is overly sarcastic and condescending. His “adversaries” are quoted 
(often selectively and, often, in a misleading way) only to be ridiculed and belittled. 
He singles out some of their words in italics and often ends their quotations with 
exclamation and question marks. This all makes for a very unpleasant (and awkward) 
reading. And, I may add, cumbersome. Because of his constant quoting from other 
scholars’ work, the sentences are often broken and convoluted. When reading the 
book, one cannot feel but that Stahl is here settling old scores.
Stahl’s exploration of the Aeneid’s begins and closes with the epic’s final scene: 
Aeneas’ killing of Turnus. More specifically, in Chapter One (“Augustan Vergil and 
the Political Rival”), Stahl retraces Turnus’ actions in Books 11 and 12 and analyzes 
how Turnus in these last two books is depicted as a failed hero who lacks any heroic 
ethos. Turnus continuously and erroneously brags about his military exploits, he sab-
otages the peace-talks during the assembly of the Latins in Book 11 and is cowardly 
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reluctant to meet Aeneas face to face in Book 12. Turnus’ confrontation with Aeneas 
in the final duel that brings the poem to an end shows more of the same, according 
to Stahl. In particular, Stahl reads Turnus’ final speech to Aeneas as nothing more 
than an unheroic plea to save his own life, with Turnus shown to be willing to give 
up not only his political ambition but also to surrender his love in order to save his 
life (Chapter Two, “The Death of King Turnus”). The final chapter (Chapter Seven, 
“Allocating Guilt and Innocence, II: Turnus, the Impious Opponent”) leads to the 
end of the poem by way of Aeneid 7, for here Stahl analyzes how Turnus is presented 
from the very beginning as nothing more than a sacrilegious rebel who was never 
betrothed to Lavinia (“a widely repeated misconception,” 348) and who, by his own 
initiative, wages war against the Trojans. Building on what he had stated in Chapter 
Five in his discussion over Dido (“Allocating Guilt and Innocence, I: Queen Dido, 
the Liberated Widow”), where he discussed how divine intervention does not in-
terfere with human actions but is just an externalization of a psychological process, 
he views Allecto simply as a poetic externalization “of (daytime) concerns that flare 
up again during sleep” (393). Turnus, and no one else, is therefore responsible for 
his actions. Turnus, and no one else, is responsible for a war which is nothing other 
than “Turnus’ private war [fought] for his personal ambition, with no consideration 
of the possible cost in blood and sorrow to his misled people” (426). Chapter Three 
(“Aeneas the Warrior”), and Chapter Four (“Winning the Reader’s Assent through 
Subliminal Guidance”) further bring home the point. They center on Book 10 and 
analyze how Turnus’ killing of the young hero Pallas and his triumphant donning of 
the sword-belt of his victim stand in opposition to the merciful behavior of Aeneas 
toward Lausus in the same book. The author argues that Aeneid 10 is so construct-
ed as to guide the thoughts and emotions of the readers and prepare them for the 
final scene of the poem when Aeneas, at the sight of Pallas’ belt, retreats from the 
road of clemency and kills Turnus. In sum, Stahl’s reading presents us with a poem 
which heaps on his main hero, Aeneas, human virtue and sensitivity as well as the 
unearthly glow of providence, and depicts his political opponent as an “uninhibited 
egotist devoid of ethical and religious responsibility” (426). To create such a tidy 
picture, Stahl is sometimes forced to bend the reading of the text to make it fit his 
own narrative. For the sake of brevity, I cite just two examples. Do we, or better, can 
we really read Aeneas’ simile comparing him to Aegaeon fighting Jupiter solely as 
a compliment to Aeneas’ strength (137)? Should we really make nothing of the fact 
that Aeneas is associated in this simile to the Gigantic opposition to Jupiter? Can 
we really read Aeneas’ sacrifice of prisoners in Book 10 as a pious act and can we 
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brush aside Livy’s comment about human sacrifices “being highly un-Roman” as 
simply “an embarrassed whitewashing” (170)? Why (and of what) would Livy be 
embarrassed if human sacrifices were deemed a pious act of devotion in the age of 
Augustus, as Stahl seems to argue? In sum, I am not entirely persuaded by some of 
Stahl’s readings. This study ultimately rests on a rather narrow political interpre-
tation of the poem as a mere encomium of Augustus and is too quick to dismiss 
more complex readings of it as modern and unhistorical concoctions. Yet, Stahl’s 
new book still has some very valuable insights and raises some important questions. 
Every Vergilian scholar should read it.
Chapter Six (“Before Founding Lavinium, Aeneas Inspects the Site of Rome 
[Aen. 8]”), which applies historical and archaeological data to the narrative of Book 
8 and examines the possible political dimension of the tour that King Evander gives 
Aeneas, is the most successful chapter of the book, in my opinion. Here, Stahl is at 
his best. His research is meticulous and some of his findings make an important 
contribution. It is also worth noting that this is the least polemical chapter of the 
entire book. Here Stahl finally abandons personal attacks and focuses on the text. I 
wish he had done so all along.
NECJ 45.1    Andreola Rossi
     Tufts University
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Stephen Harrison,
Victorian Horace: Classics and Class.
New York and London: BloomsburyAcademic, 2017. Pp. 217. Cloth
(ISBN 978-1-4725-8391-8) $114.00.
“Then farewell, Horace; whom I hated so,” wrote Bryon in Childe Harold’s Pilgrim-
age, “not for thy faults, but mine; it is a curse / to understand, not feel, thy lyric flow.” 
Byron’s weariness and his regret are alike symptoms of the outsized role played by 
the rote learning of Horace’s poetry in elite 18th and 19th century education. And 
yet saying farewell is not so easy. As this charming new book by the distinguished 
Latinist Stephen Harrison amply shows, the vogue for Horatian poetry in England 
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crested not in aetas Horatiana of Addison, Pope, and Johnson (cf. pp. 2-3), nor still in 
the age of Byron, but swelled seemingly unabated through reign of Queen Victoria. 
It seems quite possible — through Harrison himself is careful to avoid such a strong 
statement — that no other classical poet so thoroughly symbolized the aspirations 
and pretensions of the English upper classes in the Victorian age.
Was it that inevitable that knowledge of Horace, an often vocal polytheist, a 
writer of pederastic poetry, and a committed bachelor, should hold such cachet in a 
society known to have prized, or at least aspired to uphold, Christian strictures of 
chastity, sexual propriety, and marriage? From the distance of nearly two centuries, it 
seems quite remarkable that these pagan poems, through some bewitching combi-
nation of epigrammatic moralism and daring lyricism, should persist not as the cap-
stone but as the very foundation of Victorian elite education. Indeed Chapters One 
and Two of Harrison’s book document the process of expurgating or glossing over 
the less-than-decorous passages of Horace’s oeurve (e.g. the graphic sexual insults of 
Epodes 8 and 12, the frank discussion of adultery in Satire 1.2, and the homoeroticism 
of Odes 4.1 and 4.10) in translations (pp. 4-9, 37-55), commentaries (pp. 25-32) and 
literary criticism (pp. 33-37) with the ultimate view of domesticating the ancient 
poet and recreating him as “the model gentleman” (37). J.W. Mackail describes the 
process succinctly in his comparison of Horace’s Odes to the Psalms: “This secular 
Psalter, like its religious analogue, has to be supplemented, enlarged, re-interpreted, 
possibly even cut, for application to our daily life” (as quoted by Harrison, 22). A 
Horace suitably modified and understood, Harrison argues, “represented the values 
of the male and homosocial Victorian English elite: moderation, sociability, leisured 
gentility, patriotism and (even) religion” (20).
Harrison presents his dizzying array of Horatian allusions, appropriations, and 
parodies, drawn primarily from Victorian poetry (Chapters Three and Four) and 
Victorian fiction (Chapter Five), under a theoretical framework inspired by French 
sociologist Pierre Bourdieu. Knowledge of Horace in this view represented “cultural 
capital”, built up and spent by “members of the elite and those who aspired to belong 
to it, … in claiming and maintaining their elite status” (1). This is indeed a compel-
ling way to frame and understand many of the distinctive passions and compulsions 
that surrounded the study of Horace’s poetry in Victorian society. Worldly men of 
letters (e.g. Edward Bulwer-Lytton) and eminent statesmen (e.g. William Glad-
stone) produced complete verse translations of the Odes, comic writers published 
parodies of Horace transposed into contemporary contexts (pp. 89-90), and popular 
novelists frequently quoted and alluded to the Horatian commonplaces which were 
woven into the fabric of aristocratic discourse. Harrison’s exemplary cases of the lat-
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ter range from Dickens, whose knowledge of Horace seems to have been superficial, 
to Thackeray, whose deep and sophisticated command of Horatian poetry informs 
the very structure of a number of his works. A common theme, from “The Boarding 
House” (Dickens) to The Newcomes (Thackeray) to Adam Bede (Eliot) to The Duke’s 
Children (Trollope) to Jude the Obscure (Hardy), is that knowledge of Latin in gen-
eral, and Horace in particular, is “a social necessity for gentlemanly status” (131). That 
knowledge maybe rote and shallow, as it is for Arthur Donnithorne in Adam Bede 
(131), or fully internalized and hard-won, as it is for Jude (143-44), but gentlemen and 
aspiring gentlemen alike acquire, employ, and interrogate it as an essential element 
of class consciousness.
The theoretical frame of Harrison’s study deserves closer scrutiny where it is 
applied to authors and works whose affinity for Horace is subtle, disguised or sub-
conscious. In the cases of Alfred, Lord Tennyson and Edward Fitzgerald, Harrison 
writes of “Horatian overtones” (64) and “Horatian colour” (65). Such tacit allusion 
(as opposed to direct quotation and reference), Harrison argues, “provides the satis-
faction of recognition and builds solidarity between author and audience” (88); thus, 
implicitly, allusion counts as an expense of “cultural capital”. Yet too-strict adherence 
to this theoretical construct threatens to flattened all Victorian Horatianism into 
the reductive category of social and cultural positioning. For his part, Fitzgerald 
has a particular incentive to disguise rather than display his debt to Horace, since 
his Rubaiyat ostensibly derives from a Persian original. This seems rather a case, as 
Harrison’s phasing suggests, of a Victorian so steeped in Horace that his lyric poetry 
is inescapably tinged in Horatian hues.
Tennyson’s striking teenage translations of Odes 1.9 and 3.3 (pp. 58-60), not pub-
lished until 1982, are remarkable, as Harrison notes, for their “Tennysonian gloom” 
(58); in Odes 1.9, for instance, alta (line 2) engenders a “brow and melancholy crags”, 
gelu (line 3) becomes “icy chains”, cupressi (line 12) gains a “shadowy form” etc. These 
adolescent experiments in translation already show a burgeoning and confident poet 
irreverently overlaying a Horatian frame with the vibrant fabric of his own poetical 
art. In the same way, sections of In Memoriam A.H.H. (pp. 65-71, the third of Har-
rison’s three Tennysonian examples) borrow elements of Odes 1.3, 1.4, and 1.9 while 
enveloping the language and the tropes of the propemptikon and the sympotic poem 
in a brooding and melancholy atmosphere. Far from being parodied or superficially 
imitated, Horace is here absorbed and transmogrified.
A second danger of applying Bourdieu’s theory to the Victorians and Horace, 
carefully avoided by Harrison during the body of his study, but coming distantly 
into view in the “Epilogue” (145-54) is that Victorian readings of Horace will be 
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invalidated as merely elitist cultural and social posturing, while modern readings not 
dissimilar in content may be celebrated as “democratized” (145). The mechanism by 
which Seamus Heaney, for instance, adapts Odes 1.34 to commemorate the events 
of September 11, 2001 (150) does not differ markedly from that employed by many 
of the Victorian poets studied, except that the latter, products of an age and class 
thoroughly saturated with Horace, often employ allusion with more subtlety and 
sensitivity to the original text. Harrison’s careful and restrained argumentation in 
this chapter and elsewhere may in fact provoke some readers to ponder a complexity 
not entertained openly by the author: is it inappropriate, in an age where hatred 
and rational self-interest seem to be ascendent, to feel a twinge of nostalgia for the 
moderation and “leisured gentility” of Horatian moralism, even as this moralism was 
imperfectly embodied by elite Victorian white males?
In sum, this is a thorough and thought-provoking study, concise, well-argued, 
and full of avenues for further inquiry. Harrison has made another valuable contri-
bution to the field of Horatian studies. 
NECJ 45.1    Daniel Barber
       Middlesex School
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Robert Knapp,
The Dawn of Christianity: People and Gods 
in a Time of Magic and Miracles.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2017. Pp. 320. Cloth
(ISBN 978-0-674-97646-7) $29.95.
In The Dawn of Christianity, Robert Knapp proffers a simple thesis – namely, that 
the “experiences of supernatural power that ordinary people shared [monotheists 
and polytheists alike] are the key to understanding the dawn of Christianity” (xvi). 
Although differences between monotheists (here, Jews) and polytheists could be 
substantial, far more significant for an understanding of nascent Christianity’s 
appeal to both was a commonly felt need to manage relationships with invisible 
but ever-present powers that could help or harm, destroy or revive one’s life and 
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fortunes. Christianity capitalized on that need as a “monotheist-polytheist hybrid 
[that] promised a new relationship with the supernatural . . . [and] a new world 
in which individuals could expect in death the ease and comfort that were usu-
ally denied them in life” (8). Following Rome’s destruction of Jerusalem and the 
failed prophecy of Jesus’ imminent end-time return, “a Jewish-non-Jewish product 
emerged that amalgamated the Jewish roots of early Christianity with elite philo-
sophical ‘way of life’ ideas of the non-Jewish classical world” (9).
The book comprises eleven chapters. The first of these, “The Journey,” renders 
in broad strokes a historical narrative running from Moses’ reception of divine com-
mandments on Mount Sinai, through Jesus’s miraculous resurrection, to Constan-
tine’s vision of a cross of light at the Milvian Bridge. This latter event is termed 
a “second miracle that resurrected Jesus a second time” and assured the imperial 
backing that resulted in Christianity’s triumph. The chapter ends with a short digest 
of ancient primary sources used in the writing of the book.
Chapter Two, “Polytheists, Jews, and the Supernatural,” invites the reader 
to imagine, through vivid examples, the supernatural-infused world in which the 
peoples of the ancient Mediterranean and Near East lived and died, managed un-
certainties, and sustained close and extended communities. In this world, tradition 
dictated which rites and rituals, prayers and incantations were most efficacious in 
achieving desired ends. At the same time, individuals or groups might alter the 
particulars of such practices following an encounter with (or rumor of ) a miracle 
worker whose miracles demonstrated a more intimate association with supernatural 
agents and powers.
Chapters Three through Six provide textbook histories of “Ordinary Jewish 
People” and of dominant Israelite theology (“The Justice of Yahweh”) as it developed 
into Jewish sectarianism, universalism, and other “Paths to Change.” Amid these, 
by way of continuing the paralleling approach, is inserted a chapter about ordinary 
“Polytheists in Their World.”
“Charismatics and Messiahs” populate the seventh chapter, of which the first 
half is devoted to a who’s who of the better-known among these and the second half 
to Jesus of Nazareth. Knapp informs his readers that, at the time of Jesus, the Gal-
ilee was “a hotbed of eschatological fervour” (126), and that “Jesus’s eschatology was 
standard fare for his time” (127). Jesus nonetheless stood out, according to Knapp, for 
“his remarkable claim to direct relationship with Yahweh” (127). Despite acknowl-
edging that similar Gospel-derived “evidence that Jesus called himself a messiah is 
mixed at best” (128), Knapp treats this particular assertion as reliable, appealing to it 
as determinative in subsequent chapters.
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“Christianity in the Jewish and Polytheistic World” situates the movement 
within the Judaean, Jewish, and larger Roman political landscapes with their respec-
tive traditions of voluntary associations, philosophical debate, public and private acts 
of piety, basic morality, and concern with the supernatural. “Hostility to Christian-
ity” follows up with a narrative of Jewish antagonism drawn largely and uncritically 
from New Testament polemics. Polytheist antipathy is then accounted for as a re-
action to both early Christianity’s association with the “abnormal habits of Jewish 
people . . . [and] the clannishness of the Jews” (155) and to Christians’ own public 
condemning of polytheists, preaching of “atheism” (apart from adherence to their 
singular, crucified god), and yearning for global destruction as a precursor to their 
desired new age. Knapp also identifies socioeconomic self-interest of various parties 
as contributing to hostility. In addition to New Testament and patristic polemics, 
Knapp’s discussion features excerpts from Celsus, Lucian, Suetonius, and Tacitus, 
and concludes with the quotation and parsing of two letters from the second-centu-
ry correspondence between Pliny the Younger and Emperor Trajan concerning the 
proper handling of accused Christians.
Chapter Ten, “Christianity’s Appeal: Magicians, Miracles, and Martyrs,” serves 
as the climax of Knapp’s argument and the culmination of his thesis. After a few 
pages outlining the more quotidian or philosophical paths to conversion, Knapp 
commences an extended dissertation on ancient magic, “a methodology to bring 
supernatural power to bear on a human problem” (182). The reader is here treated to 
comparative biblical, Jewish, polytheist, and Christian accounts of healing, exorcism, 
prognostication, snake handling, necromancy, prophecy, divination, fortune-telling, 
astrology, cursing, blessing, receiving or generating visions, and dream interpretation. 
Although “there is little difference between miracle and magic” as “both achieved 
the same result,” miracles, it seems, “tended to be more spectacular than magic” (197). 
Jesus and his followers, like notable others in polytheistic and Hebrew lore, were 
credited with great success at both magic and miracles, including multiplying food 
and drink; healing the blind, lame, and leprous; and resurrecting the dead.
Knapp estimates the list of miracles narrated in the Gospels as “perhaps 
numbering 200” (201), culminating in Jesus’s self-resurrection. The unaccountable 
strength of conviction that led Christians, like Jews, to embrace martyrdom as an 
act of worship and witness meant, moreover, that “martyrdoms were also seen as 
miracles” (203). In a world suffused by the supernatural, the resulting calculation 
was “simple: a greater power had come on the scene; the power was incontrovertibly 
proven by miracles and magic; the message was worth, if not believing, at least lis-
tening to – and then perhaps believing” (202). The promise that “your enemies will 
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get their comeuppance in a final judgment while you will be rewarded with eternal 
bliss” (207) only added to the attraction.
The book’s final chapter rehearses, in some detail, Christianity’s survival of 
the “twin shocks of Jerusalem’s destruction and the failure of Jesus’s End Times 
prophecy” (209-10) through the philosophizing and organizational takeover by cul-
tural elites. Relying heavily on Ramsay MacMullen, Knapp offers sketches of the 
elite Christianity of the churches and the more common one of the cemeteries. The 
movement, he concludes, limped along for over a century on these two tracks, nei-
ther dying away nor flourishing, until the conclusive miracle of Constantine’s cross 
in the sky guaranteed its ultimate ascension.
The strength of this book lies in its smooth synthesis of primary source mate-
rial in service to a compelling thesis. Knapp expertly crafts an encompassing master 
narrative of the pre- and early Christian world, in part by disregarding or dismissing 
many significant scholarly debates and flattening out complex sociocultural dynam-
ics. The effect is furthered by appeal to ancient literary and polemical sources read 
as evidence in a rather straightforward and ingenuous fashion. Younger scholars will 
likely find the book’s tone and approach quaintly “old school,” while college profes-
sors may be put off by the stylistic choice to forgo all in-text attributions and instead 
list primary-source references by page number at the back of the book, where few 
undergraduates will ever see them. Nonetheless, all students of early Christianity 
should appreciate Knapp’s vision of an ancient world alive with supernatural powers, 
where monotheists and polytheists are not so different from one another as they are 
often made out to be.
NECJ 45.1     Cynthia Baker
  Bates College
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Johanna Hanink,
The Classical Debt: Greek Antiquity in an Era of Austerity.
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2017. Pp. xiv + 337. Cloth
(ISBN 978-0-674-97154-7) $29.95.
In summer 2017, just as Johanna Hanink’s book, The Classical Debt, was hitting the 
shelves, a pop song was making waves in Greece. The lyrics of this song, Mantissa, 
tell of a lover who consults a fortune-teller (mantissa) about her relationship. The 
tune is catchy, the words are full of hope, and in the midst of economic crisis, this 
upbeat song captivated many. 
The artist of Mantissa is a young Greek woman named Marina Satti, daughter 
of a Sudanese refugee. The video, shot in the heart of Athens, eschews ancient mon-
uments in favor of the colorfully grafittoed, gritty streets of the modern city, through 
which Satti and a vibrant group of women dance, streets populated by vendors sell-
ing wares to locals, by locals having coffee with friends. It is difficult to spot a tourist, 
and you will not see any of the city’s ancient sites; indeed, you might not even realize 
the city is Athens. Yet even here in Satti’s modern song, the ancient Greek past is 
present: mantissa is an intentional reference to the Pythia, a priestess who interpret-
ed the prophecies of the Delphic oracle. (Satti draws attention to this reference in an 
interview with Joanna Kakissis: http://www.npr.org/2017/08/16/543693000/a-greek-
summer-hit-fills-a-generation-with-hope. Kakissis’ reporting on the effects of the 
economic crisis, much of it with NPR, is not to be missed).
Through its mix of modern and ancient, Mantissa exemplifies aspects of the 
“classical debt” that Johanna Hanink unpacks in her new book, cleverly subtitled 
“Greek antiquity in an era of austerity.” The “era of austerity” is the current eco-
nomic crisis in Greece, which Hanink juxtaposes with questions about the debt that 
Greece today owes to a classical past, and the debt that other cultures, both past and 
present, owe to Greece. Overall, it is a deeply thoughtful exploration, penned by a 
scholar who speaks Greek, has lived in Greece, and is a professor of classical antiq-
uity. In other words, Hanink is well positioned to undertake a project that considers 
Greek debt, fiscal and figurative, from multiple angles. 
The bulk of the book is a quick history of a complex debt, arranged chronolog-
ically, with two major stops: fifth-century Athens and the period from the seven-
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teenth century to the present. After an introductory chapter, Hanink takes us back 
to ancient Athens to explore how this city “built its brand” as savior of the Greeks 
against barbarous Persia (Chapter Two). Such efforts by Athens ranged from the 
architecture of the Acropolis, with its many monuments that celebrate victory, to 
funeral orations delivered for the city’s war dead that proclaim Athens to be not just 
a model, but the model, for all Greeks. In these orations in particular, Hanink ob-
serves, Athens shows glimmers of anxiety about its illustrious ancestors, about living 
up to their example, about “making Athens great again.” So begins the complex debt 
to the Greek past.
Hanink then jumps to the modern period to explore how travelers in the sev-
enteenth and late eighteenth centuries visited Greece in search of a glorious ideal of 
the ancient past, only to feel disappointment (Chapter Three). Next, she considers 
how Greeks and other Europeans worked to establish an independent Greek na-
tion, culminating in the Greek War of Independence (1821-32), with the intention 
that this new nation would map onto and draw directly from the traditions of an-
cient Greek city-states (Chapter Four). Finally, she traces how, over the nearly two 
centuries since Greek independence, Greece has grown—not without compromise 
and struggle under the control of various foreign powers and interests—to become 
a member of the Eurozone in 2002, to host the 2004 Olympic Games, to open a 
spectacular new Acropolis Museum in 2009, and then, just six months later, to begin 
to face staggering economic hardship that continues to the present day (Chapter 
Five). Chapters Six and Seven offer insightful discussion of the insidious and often 
damaging ways that Greeks have been viewed as the direct (frequently inferior) 
descendants of illustrious classical ancestors, and, perhaps most powerfully, how so 
many of us outside of Greece are complicit in this process. Hanink concludes with a 
short epilogue that suggests ways forward for educators. 
Overall, the book opens up many productive avenues for reflection. Chapter 
Seven is especially strong in this regard. Here Hanink draws together historical 
threads of the “fraught triangular relationship among the West, classical antiquity, 
and modern Greece” (242) to remind us how we got where we are. And she urges us 
to consider where we are going in the future by posing difficult questions, such as: 
“[T]o whom does Greek antiquity belong? To which Greeks do citizens of the West 
supposedly owe a classical debt? Who are the debt’s creditors, and just what is the 
nature of the repayment obligation?” (243). There are no easy answers, but she does 
suggest that the classical debt “could be construed as a debt owed [to the Greeks 
primarily] for centuries of destruction that other people’s dreams of the ancient past 
have wrought” (270-71). Anyone who studies classical antiquity, whether profession-
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ally or as a passing interest, needs to be aware of the impact that our perspectives and 
our expectations continue to have on Greece today. 
I have but minor criticisms to offer. One of the boldest claims of the book is 
that the idea that “Greeks of the past were better” originated in classical Athens (as 
stated most forcefully on p. 69: “…classical Athens really is where the idea started”). 
This I do not find persuasive: I am not sure that the Athenians, in expressing this 
anxiety, were doing anything that other Greeks of the ancient past wouldn’t have 
understood; the notion is evident in very early Greek literature, such as the Works 
and Days, where Hesiod bemoans a decline from the heroic past to his present day. 
The Epilogue, where Hanink offers concrete suggestions to educators for how to 
lend “a more critical ear” to our rhetoric about ancient Greece, is helpful but frus-
tratingly brief. I would have appreciated more suggestions from someone who is an 
educator and has thought long and hard about the classical debt. In this regard, I was 
surprised not to see the website Eidolon mentioned in the Epilogue. Hanink herself 
has published in this venue, whose articles have shed much light on ways that the 
ancient past has been misconstrued and misused. 
These minor criticisms aside, The Classical Debt is engaging reading at a mo-
ment when Greece is in crisis (as well as, some might argue, the field of Classics as 
an academic discipline) and the future seems uncertain.
I find Marina Satti’s Mantissa a useful complement to Hanink’s discussion. 
Though Satti’s lyrics allude to an ancient tradition of probing the future, the video 
for Mantissa focuses on an Athens far removed from many stereotypes of Greece. 
This juxtaposition, refreshing in its views, yet raises the question: will Greece con-
tinue to be characterized in relation to a classical past? Do Greeks want to be thus 
characterized? And can one acknowledge the ancient past of Greece without con-
tributing to the classical debt that Hanink deftly exposes and examines? Hanink’s 
book, and Satti’s song, suggest that there are degrees of reference and appropriation, 
there ought to be awareness of these processes and their consequences, and above 
all, there is hope. 
NECJ 45.1    Bronwen L. Wickkiser
Wabash College
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Jeffrey M. Hunt, R. Alden Smith and Fabio Stok,
Classics from Papyrus to the Internet: An Intro-
duction to Transmission and Reception.
Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2017. Pp. 360. Paper
(ISBN 978-1-4773-1302-2) $29.95.
It is an exciting time for classical reception studies, including fresh appraisals of 
Classics and its history. To take just one ‘generational’ marker, the twenty-five years 
since Charles Martindale’s Redeeming the Text (Cambridge, 1993) have seen an explo-
sion of work, including theoretical or methodological surveys like Lorna Hardwick’s 
Reception Studies (Cambridge, 2003), as well as compendia, by their nature indicating 
both expansion of the field and interest in its definition, like Craig W. Kallendorf ’s 
A Companion to the Classical Tradition (Wiley-Blackwell, 2007) and Hardwick’s and 
Christopher Stray’s A Companion to Classical Receptions (Wiley-Blackwell, 2008). 
New publications are building on and replacing older surveys, with, e.g., Gilbert 
Highet’s masterly The Classical Tradition (Oxford, 1949) answered by more overtly 
pluralistic publications, e.g., the monumental Oxford History of Classical Reception in 
English Literature (since 2012, four volumes to date, some 80 chapters covering the 
years 800-1880). Reflecting these developments in scholarship, more institutions are 
including reception studies into course offerings, with effects on hiring and training.
The time is thus right, and the need is real, for studies of Classics that harmo-
nize the growth of reception studies with longer-standing approaches. It is after all 
easy simply to recognize a classical allusion in a modern work, without necessarily 
detailing the processes of transmission that made it possible. As a hedge against the 
risk of such scopophilia, theoretical and methodological introductions to ‘reception’ 
are usefully complemented by fresh presentations of ‘tradition,’ the historical and 
material aspects of ‘transmission’ including the history of scholarship. As Kallendorf 
puts it in his foreword to the volume, the situation “demands a new treatment of 
how classical texts have been passed from generation to generation”—‘transmis-
sion’—and that “is compatible with developments that are transforming classical 
studies as a field,” in particular ‘reception’ (2).
The volume aims to provide that treatment. It was conceived as an adapta-
tion of Stok’s I classici dal papiro a Internet (Carocci editore, 2012), intended “not 
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only to convey the history of classical scholarship but also to speak broadly to the 
training and development of a new generation of classicists” (ix). The first purpose 
is accomplished admirably. The volume offers a detailed survey of the history of 
‘classical scholarship’ broadly understood, stretching from ancient writing practices 
and sociologies of literacy (Chapter One); through the emergence of formalized ed-
ucation and ‘scholarship’ as such (chapter two); to practices of transmission in Late 
Antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance (Chapters Three and Four); to the 
effects of printing (Chapter Five); and ultimately to the establishment of Classics as 
a field (Chapters Five and Six). (This chronological organization seems drawn from 
Stok 2012.)
Obviously this is a massive undertaking, and it is to the authors’ credit that they 
have distilled that complex history into a presentation that is generally very clear, 
brisk but not superficial, and energizing. In many places the survey is thrilling, with 
the authors’ narrative communicating something of the excitement in scholarship 
familiar to readers of, e.g., Stephen Greenblatt’s The Swerve (Norton, 2011). One 
imagines that excitement helping direct readers, especially students, to the many 
earlier studies referenced in the hundreds of endnotes and gathered in the extensive 
bibliography, including, e.g., L.D. Reynolds’ and N.G. Wilson’s Scribes and Scholars 
(Oxford, first ed. 1968), Reynolds’ Texts and Transmission (Oxford, 1983), and David 
M. Schaps’s Handbook for Classical Research (Routledge, 2011). This alone—a story 
whose detailed and excited telling will help point Classicists-in-the-making to fur-
ther study of their field’s history and methods—is a strong reason for recommend-
ing the volume.
It is somewhat less clear, however, whether the volume in itself—as a stand-
alone book—achieves its second stated aim of “speak[ing] broadly to the training 
of a new generation of classicists” (ix; emphasis added). The history is fascinating 
and seems likely to invite further study; I imagine assigning the volume in stages 
over a semester, or individual chapters in particular courses. But the same material 
is less effective at conveying methods. For example, so many specialties are touched 
on—epigraphy, papyrology, medieval manuscript traditions, modern textual criti-
cism, lexicography, and more—so quickly, in rough chronological order of applica-
tion, that technical terms, names, and suggestions of method multiply in a way that 
may be confusing to readers who are not already oriented to the field, including its 
subdivisions and well-known scholars as well as ancient authors and their works.
This potential for confusion is compounded by formatting. The book is attrac-
tively designed and visually easy to read in terms of typeface and printing; and the 
inclusion of some figures and illustrations is helpful. By contrast, the use of end-
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notes instead of footnotes makes following up on new or specialized information, 
of which there is by design a great deal, somewhat more difficult. More problem-
atically, technical terms, including names of places, authors, and scholars, are not 
distinguished from the rest of the text, e.g., by boldface type or sidebars, and there 
are no glossaries. This would seem to obligate readers to consult other handbooks 
and dictionaries simultaneously and continuously. Similarly, certain events in the 
history of Classics are referred to but not explained, in a way that must seem mys-
terious to uninitated readers; e.g., as proof of the need for caution in attributing 
ancient commentary solely to a traditionally named author, in this case Servius, the 
volume offers “the failure of the Harvard edition undertaken in 1946” (78): this is not 
explained, such that new readers will have no idea what the nature of the failure was, 
or even whether the edition was of Servius or of Virgil.
All of this may be a matter of not developing or changing sufficiently the source 
material from Stok 2012: although some new attention is paid to reception studies, 
the volume largely retains Stok’s focus on ‘transmission’ and scholarship; there are 
also some occasional stylistic features that could seem to reflect the Italian original. 
However that may be, the volume lacks certain features and formatting that would 
have been helpful to new Classicists and other first-time readers.
Finally, and for related reasons, the volume’s engagement with “the internet” 
is perhaps the least successful section. To be fair, this is of course an area of rapid 
growth and change, and there is a kind of intrinsic inconcinnitas in how printed 
books direct readers to online tools, i.e., requiring readers to type out URLs by 
hand. But the present volume’s sixth chapter nonetheless remains a somewhat in-
complete-seeming mixture: historical description of some longstanding online tools 
without substantial discussion of method of use, and without any attention paid to 
some of the more recent, innovative, and collaborative work Classicists are pursuing 
online. In this connection, one might look for ongoing or periodic updates on a 
website: but although the authors refer to a “webpage to go with the book, a site that 
we will continually update and expand” (ix), the book itself does not list a URL, and 
I have not been able to find any such page online, including on the Press’s website.
Some limitations of formatting notwithstanding, and particular incomplete-
ness in regards to “the internet” aside, Hunt, Smith, and Stok have produced a valu-
able and useful book: a detailed survey of how changing practices and materialities 
of transmission, and to a degree modes of reception as well, have played important 
roles in the history of classical scholarship. Especially as Classics continues to be 
a source of interest and even contention in the public eye, the history of the field 
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should remain of vital interest to students—which is to say, in the spirit of lifelong 
learning, all Classicists. The present volume offers a rich and engaging starting-point.
NECJ 45.1  Benjamin Eldon Stevens
Trinity University
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Edward J. Watts,
Hypatia: The Life and Legend of an Ancient Philosopher.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017. Pp. 224. Cloth
(ISBN 978-0-19-021003-8) $29.95.
This volume is a detailed biography of Hypatia and at the same time an in-depth 
social investigation into Alexandria in Late Antiquity and episodes of violence in 
that city, which ultimately caused the death of the book’s protagonist. The author 
succeeds in writing a sophisticated and source-grounded account of the life of the 
most famous female philosopher of antiquity, which is also an engaging and acces-
sible read.
From the first pages of the book, we are rightly reminded that the story of 
Hypatia cannot be understood without an immersion in what Alexandria looked 
like at the end of the fourth-beginning of the fifth century CE. The second chapter 
offers a concise but dense account of the architectural, intellectual, and human land-
scapes in which the heroine acted: a multicultural megalopolis full of temples, which 
were slowly transformed into churches, Alexandria was still a major centre of study, 
where students enjoyed public libraries and spaces dedicated to teaching, learning, 
and cultural debate. The architectural city was modulated according to class, ethnic-
ity, and status, a fact that limited social interactions between people belonging to 
different groups. Wealthy aristocrats and their acolytes, including scholars, resided 
in their secluded palaces and gardens, while the lower classes lived in overcrowded 
quarters, clustered around streets and buildings organised according to ethnic or 
professional association criteria. Watts clarifies that the violence leading to Hypatia’s 
murder cannot be explained in pure religious terms but rather as the outcome of 
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more complex social and political dynamics caused by a crisis in a delicate system, 
in which poor masses were sustained by public interventions, including those of the 
Church of Alexandria.
In the following chapters, the author argues his case interweaving his main 
arguments with the biography of the protagonist. Chapter 3, for instance, is devoted 
to Hypatia’s education and at the same time is a detailed discussion of education 
in Late Antique Alexandria and beyond, which makes good use of papyrological 
and other evidence including the Theodosian Code. Through discussion of the dif-
ferent schools of philosophers present in Alexandria at the time, Watts highlights 
the specific quality of Hypatia’s teaching and the backgrounds of her students. The 
daughter of Theon, famous philosopher and teacher, she was probably trained by 
her father, but developed her own specific form of philosophy in which math had a 
major role. The author offers a detailed but clear account of the complexities of Late 
Antique philosophy, which included different types of knowledge and practices. His 
reconstruction of the developments in Late Antique Platonism and its division into 
different streams explains in a clear way why philosophers ended up being involved 
in politics. Theology and theurgy were tightly linked with theories and practices of 
political power, and in the struggle to lead that kind of discourse successfully at the 
imperial court, philosophers and other experts in religious matters could easily rise 
to fame or fall in disgrace. In this respect, the book joins a welcome recent wave of 
Anglo-Saxon studies, like E. Digeser’s A Threat to Public Piety: Christians, Platonists, 
and the Great Persecution (2012), which finally addresses topics and themes already 
explored in other academic traditions (for instance in Italy by Santo Mazzarino and 
his school). 
The book’s central chapters offer a lively account of the intellectual milieu sur-
rounding Hypatia. The young sons of the imperial elite at the time—equally com-
posed of Pagans and Christians—were formed at her school, such as her most fa-
mous student Synesius, later bishop of Cyrene and one of the best sources for the 
reconstruction of the philosopher’s biography. Among the various interesting aspects 
of Watts’ reconstruction, I especially liked the discussion of two major changes that 
occurred during Hypatia’s time: the crisis of the classical idea of the philosopher as 
a public intellectual and counsellor of the city’s political class, and the slow develop-
ment of forms of social conflict that found their expression in a polarised opposition 
between Pagans and Christians. As for the first change, Watts fruitfully analyses 
many passages from the letters of Synesius written from Cyrene to various people, 
in which he complains about his solitude and isolation as a philosopher. Although 
in part a literary topos, the theme was used to depict a real situation. The crisis of the 
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philosopher as a public intellectual merges with the second change, the explosion of 
“religious” violence, in the meticulous reconstruction of the chain of events leading 
to Hypatia’s assassination.
In modern interpretations, Hypatia has been transformed into many symbols, 
as recalled in the last chapter. Her sex has certainly played a major role in each one 
of these modern renditions. Watts, instead, tries to remain focussed on the ancient 
sources in order to reconstruct a portrait of the historical Hypatia. A chapter of the 
book is dedicated to ancient women philosophers and reminds the readers that there 
were female scholars — certainly a minority — and some were quite famous even 
though their works and memory have been lost. In general, the book does a good 
job at pointing out that the scant extant knowledge of Hypatia’s deeds and teachings 
came to us through the mediation of male testimonies, a fact that has a significant 
impact on any attempt at finding true female voices when we write about ancient 
history. 
In the last decade of the fourth century, Hypatia became the leading public 
philosopher of Alexandria. The philosopher and her mixed-gender group of stu-
dents were connected through that form of spiritual love which was reserved for 
an inner circle of initiated practitioners of the true philosophy, theorised by Plato 
and his tradition. Watts interprets Hypatia’s choice of virginity as stemming from 
those roots and appealing in late fourth-century Alexandria to both her Pagan and 
Christian followers. Hypatia’s achievements — Watts explains — were possible due 
to her familial background, her own abilities, and her capacity to overcome the many 
obstacles she certainly encountered in a society in which women had far fewer rights 
and opportunities than nowadays. She succeeded despite everything; she and her 
school were the exception rather than the rule.
Her teaching and public action coincided with a period of change, in which 
religious polarisation had increased and the role of Alexandrian bishops had be-
come more and more political, as the Serapeum’s destruction and subsequent events 
demonstrate. As Watts writes in his Conclusion: “The Serapeum destruction did 
not dramatically change the religious realities of the Roman world, but it did force 
people to recognize that their world had already changed in ways that they failed 
to appreciate” (151). Theophilus, the winner of that conflict, and his successor Cyril 
spent the following decades increasing their power through the establishment of 
pious foundations all around the city and the consolidation of alliances with some 
parts of the Byzantine aristocracy. In this new religious and political climate, Hypa-
tia’s school, drawing together young members of the elite both Pagan and Christian 
and guided by a woman, could have easily been seen as a centre of counter-culture by 
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the bishop’s party and their followers. As a historian, Watts interprets the death of 
the philosopher as a casualty in the wider context of a major political shift of powers. 
At the beginning of the fifth century, in Alexandria a new leading group headed by 
the bishop, i.e. the leader of a specific religious party, was taking over after decades 
in which the city’s different powers, from the Byzantine governor to the local elite 
including the most important teachers, philosophers, and Church leaders, had been 
able to mediate their different interests. Through Watts’ lenses, Hypatia becomes an 
achiever against all odds and a victim of a social conflict mainly enacted by men: to 
a modern woman this all sounds terribly familiar.
NECJ 45.1    Roberta Mazza
     University of Manchester
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T H E  P R E S I D E N T
S alvete, omnes. 
How quickly the academic year has passed us by. I have come 
to my last missive to the CANE membership as President for 
2017-2018 and have some thoughts to share about the past year.
I owe much gratitude to the members of the CANE Exec-
utive Board who so diligently and dependably completed scores 
of agenda items during meetings at Amherst College and the 
University of Rhode Island. I want to especially thank the fol-
lowing for their help and support throughout my Presidency: 
Ruth Breindel, Treasurer; Rosemary Zurawel, Executive Secre-
tary; Donna Lyons, Emerita Curator of the Funds; Anne Ma-
honey, Immediate Past President; Sue Curry, President-Elect; 
Deb Davies, NECJ Editor; Scott Smith, Classics in Curricula 
Editor; Ben Revkin, caneweb master; Laurie Canter, Secretary 
to the Classics Dept., Amherst College; Professor of Classics 
Daniel Carpenter, and Kristin Haberek, Language Department 
Secretary, both at the University of Rhode Island.
Without a doubt, the 112th Annual Meeting held on three 
beautiful days in March between two nor’easters, offered a truly 
diverse set of twenty-five scholarly papers, and fifteen workshops, 
most of the latter devoted to pedagogy. On a personal note, it 
was quite uplifting to see so many young faces among those at-
tending this year’s conference. May they grace the profession for 
the rest of their lives! The special panel, titled “Quo Vadimus” 
was a kind of health report on classical studies programs in both 
the colleges and schools throughout New England. There was a 
decided excitement to the audience response, and that was re-
flected upon the panel’s conclusion when it appeared the give 
and take could have been extended for at least another hour. 
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There were two uplifting aspects to the Friday evening banquet. 
Lily Lustig, a student at Moses Brown School, was honored for 
her excellent winning Lucretius paper that she read to all those 
present. Jeri DeBrohun, Chair of Classics at Brown University, 
received the richly deserved Barlow-Beach Award for her years 
of fine work in behalf of CANE.
As I prepare to shortly pass the CANE Presidency’s re-
sponsibilities along to the very able President-Elect Susan Curry 
of the University of New Hampshire, I take pride in the work 
we did this past year to support and enhance classical teaching 
and learning in this beautiful part of the world—New England. 
I have learned from my mistakes but did my level best to uphold 
the traditions and the history of an organization that has been 
nourishing my mind and soul for more than half a century and 
affording me the chance to know some truly intelligent, caring, 
and accomplished colleagues, some for decades. 
There is much work to be done, and in some ways, the lions 
are at the gate—those who would shut down classics programs 
in the name of finances or changing times. Perhaps we need to 
be reminded of Cicero’s vi victa vis. Let CANE for another 112 
years, then, be the force that is with all who care about classical 
teaching and learning, more useful and important in many ways 
than ever. Thank you for giving me the chance to shoulder the 
office of CANE President, something that has given me con-
siderable pride, and reminded me repeatedly of the importance 
of organization, collaboration, and keeping a sense of humor 
through it all.
Ex corde,
Charlie Bradshaw, CANE President
Wahconah Regional High School
Dalton, MA
cbradshaw@cbrsd.org or cbradshaw372@gmail.com
413-253-2055
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A N N O U N C E M E N T S
Funding Opportunities
Scholarship opportunities and application details are described on the CANE web-
site. Please visit: www.caneweb.org
Two sources of funding are open to CANE members.
Educational Programs funding is awarded to any group or sub-group of the 
membership to promote a program of interest designed to promote understanding 
of the Classics, pedagogy, or topics within ancient history. To apply for funds, a 
letter outlining the program and its goals, including the intended audience may be 
submitted to:
Dr. Edward Zarrow, World Languages Department, 
Westwood High School, Westwood, MA 02090; 
781-326-7500 x3372; 
tzarrow@westwood.k12.ma.us.
Discretionary Funds are awarded four times each year for supplies, ancillary materi-
als, or enrichment materials that will enhance a particular project or curriculum, and 
for which other funding is unavailable. The deadlines are: 1 October 2017; 1 January 
2018; 1 April 2018; and 1 July 2018. Applications may be submitted to: 
Susan Curry, 
319 Murkland Hall, 15 Library Way, 
University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824; 
(603) 862- 3589; 
susan.curry@unh.edu
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L I S T  O F  B O O K S  
R E C E I V E D ,  S P R I N G  2 0 1 8
Publishers are invited to send new books for this list to  
Prof. Jennifer Clarke Kosak,  
NECJ Book Review Editor, Department of Classics, Bowdoin 
College, 
7600 College Station, Brunswick, ME 04011; 
jkosak@bowdoin.edu
Catalina Balmaceda, Virtus Romana: Politics and 
Morality in the Roman Historians. Chapel Hill, NC: 
University of North Carolina Press, 2017. Pp. 312. Cloth 
(ISBN 978-1-4696-3512-5) $45.00.
Lee Fratantuono, ed. Tacitus: Annals XVI. New York, 
NY: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017. Pp. 203. Paper 
(IBSN 978-1-350-02351) $20.95.
John O. Hyland, Persian Interventions: The Achaemenid 
Empire, Athens, and Sparta, 450-386 BCE. Baltimore, 
MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2017. Pp. 272. 
Cloth (ISBN 978-1-4214-2370-8) $54.95.
Maren R. Niehoff, Philo of Alexandria: An Intellectual 
Biography. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2018. 
Pp. 336. Cloth (ISBN 978-0-300-17523-3) $38.00.
Kathryn Tempest, Brutus: The Noble Conspirator. New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2017. Pp. 336. Cloth 
(ISBN 978-0-300-18009-1) $28.50.
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N O T E S  T O  C O N T R I B U T O R S
1. New England Classical Journal publishes articles, notes and reviews on all aspects of 
classical antiquity of interest to its readership of secondary and  college teachers of the 
Classics, and of other students of the ancient world.
2. Contributions to the “Articles & Notes” section of NECJ are evaluated by blind refer-
eeing and should therefore contain no indication of who their authors are.
3. Manuscripts should be submitted in the first instance as an attachment to email. 
Paper submissions are also accepted, but authors must be prepared to supply a word-
processed document. The preferred word-processing program is MS Word. All Greek 
must be typed using APA Greekkeys. The editors may request a paper copy of the 
submission before final printing.
4. Submissions should be doubled-spaced throughout, including between  paragraphs, 
and typed in single font size throughout (thus e.g. no large capitals or small print). 
Italics should be used instead of underlining. Boldface type should be avoided in favor 
of italics.
5. All text should be left-justified (ragged-right). Hard returns should be used only 
at the ends of verses and paragraphs, and not at the ends of continuous prose lines. 
Similarly, tabs and/or indents should be used instead of resetting margins in the 
course of the manuscript. For difficult matters of citation, contributors should consult 
The Chicago Manual of Style. A specific NECJ style sheet is also available upon request 
from the Editor-in-Chief.
6. Materials for the various sections of NECJ should be sent directly to the appropriate 
section editors. (See inside front cover as well as at the head of each section.)
7. Manuscripts and other materials will normally be returned only if a stamped, self-
addressed envelope is enclosed with the submission.
